of the Sailor

Faun, Garden, and Household,

ami other means; the glass itself is of no account1
in the thing except to hold the seeing thing—the
mercury—in place. Precisely the same thing is
t’K silver knobs for door-. These are nothing but

LIFE-SAVING SOCIETIES.
M my a hou«eh >!d w her the- « rds wil go
hav,
lajhers. brothers, n-, ln-hands or lovers

intry

sea,

and

■■

H

,.,

ing.
|v

impl iringly ask ghi's knob—what measures, filled with
gov. rnment. society or glasses, the
thos. loved one- fi*"i!t
as

with

a

hole in the centre which

our own.

,-

To thrive well these

do-

require favorable

being

Melt in the rapid river.
Oh, cold and cheerless snow !
She sees no more its sudden wave,
Xor hears its foaming flow.

conditions

but European coasts also.

i.-tv date- back to 1701: it- act of iucorHence growing
out direct sunlight upon them.
it ion i' signed by John Hancock, of revoluplants should receive not merely diffused sunlight,
soithe
oldest
it
and
probably
memorv;
blit as much direct sunlight as possible. The tern- ;
ty : tin- kind in tin- world.
pe rat lire must not be high; one where it is com-1
th, -til*■,'<a may be suntewhat tiew l>> many ol
forlable for a person to sit is good. Moisture, es- ^
a lei--, nvc will name -omc ,>t the methodpe daily tu the foliage, is very essential. Twice a
a 1
machinery by which life i- attempted to be week at least,
thoroughly syringe or sprinkle them J
I amidst the perils of shipwreck.
with the hand. Turn the pots often to give sunwho,,
societies,
these
humane
ii, th
first place
j
light to all parts of the plant.
fund- c.,un •h'.efiy from tic free-will offerings of
Various vermin are the great pests of most j
!. uidsorn. r wards—
-, ..tier
it
! o
plants—given lice and red spiders being the chief.
a moncv. at other time- 1,y .liploiu itineWashing tie* leaves often with moderately strong
a
to
V
of
til
officers
r'I•
:
ty—••
any j.er„•
soap -inis will destroy thousands; but the quickest
-ate
or
all by signal c.vcrtiou
peril
-,ci who
and most efficient tiling is to smoke them out. For
.motle v fr mi death."
large plants, throw some old sheets over them and
n \;
!• ice as to the means employed.
burn some cheap, dry tobacco under it. When
hietl. ,f :w kind- of machinery— there are several small
plants, put them into a bar‘to »rt:ir- an 1 re* 'kets.
rel or box. burn tin* tobacco as before, putting over
l.ifi-l.oats no expense is
1,4 ticthe vessel some tight cover. In half an hour thor....
t!i-m it:-nbinurg:iWe, self-righting
oughly wash the smoked plants in lukewarm soft i
.jitii with every known means for

Chill every song bird's music.
Oh. silent, sullen snow 1
1 cannot hear her loving voice.
That lulled nte long ago.
on the Earth's broad bosom.
oh. weary, winter snow 1
Its fragrant flowers and blithesome birds
Should with its loved one go.

Sleep

A NEW YEAR’S GIFT.

j

s
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oert 'i't

a

Life-boat-: are

as

water.

usually

Worms in flovvar pots are often a great pest, oflong. A first class English Life-boat,
ten killing the plants, anil the fellows arc hard to
costs
w ith
i.*;.hou»e, and carriage to mount it,
get at. We generally succeed in getting rid of the
-cT «
in gold. In this country they are made *• varmints" is this
way: Plug up the drainage
I ghtor ami cheaper, if not as effective. When holes in tin
pots. Make some lime water about
boats
discovered to he in danger, these
strong enough to drink, till the pots with it, and
mauned by strong and brave men—women to
drain off after two hours.
h r honor sometimes ichcvo much by tlcirnoble
feet

*o

1

.hiring in tin- busin."-pu! out into the fearfUlle-t
A WONDERFUL THING.
.nl gathered home noble harvests of hu,1 in.
who keep hens may change their clam
Those
iitc. Sometimes from too shrllow water, or
shell into eggs in a short time by fining and feeding
•he terrifli tiereenes- of the storms, these boats are
them to the liens; and those who haven't the hens,
overlcs- then you must look on and see human
may change them into money in a year by putting
mgs perish all unassisted, or try other means,
them around fruit trees, or anywhere where
which ar Mortar- and Koekets.
valuable vegetation grows. We have performed
Tiies. lith-r in use mostly a-the distance of tic
for many years and know that everyone
I
shore
makes
the
vessel
from
the
strandc
pref- these miracles
body can If they try. But, as we usually see, if
rsbl. to th. other. When the distance is great a
throw them out at the hack door there to rot
y projectile, like that from the mortar, is re- you
and fester through the hot weather, you get not
some rigging is
This
to
which
luircd.
projectile
nor money—but a filthy sight and its twin-hiHl, being lir.-d towards and over the vessel, eggs
brother, pestilence.
auses the lines to light down on the wreck.
.pen
which means many a shipwrecked man, otheri-c .1 ...tiled to certain death, lias swung himself
i-i,
and to life and friends. In precisely the
some way the rockets operate in more favorable

A

w

projectiles
times

:

are

frequently

-l1"1: some-

arrows.

Having thus briefly named some of the means
mpi'.y. 1 in this noble work, let u- see wlciv and
what vtend tli y arc itv !. The report before

us

says—
There

the Society tio boats,
and a number of dories, and huts of refuge, sclera' ‘T thi boat-lion- -s art also titled up as houser fug.
and are furnished with bunks, and sup-

belonging

are

to

pled with materials fur making lire.
filer ii ten mortar stations, at Iloekport, Cape
\n
lb, r Island, Boston Harbor, stony Bcacli,
Manomet Point. South Plymouth; Peaked
Tiu
Hill Bar- V, ivcomb’s Hollow. Cape I ol; Xuilsett
Harbor. Chatham; Xautiiekct. Squihnnkef. .Martha's Vineyard: making altogether about eighty
station- ,m the coast of the State. The utility of
the-, means for saving life ha- been frequently
d •motistratcil, many honored and. pecuniary reward- have been gi\on. cun-idc-abl. money lias
ocen expended in prinking and circulating directions for

resuscitating

drowned persons, accommanner of

panied by wood-cuts, illustrating tic

handling the body."
The available fund- of tic society amount to
*i'd,42s, the income of which is totally insufficient
to carry on the great work begun, and much more

extending

for

-o

other similar Work- along

our

shores.
The Royal National Life-boat Institution of England, established in 1*21, ami kept up through the

patronage of Queen Victoria and many of the

110-

has 200 Life-boats ’and 271 Mortar and
stations. Tn 1*«VS, *10:5 persons were saved
out of 100 wrecked vessels on the coasts of the

Bilirv.
Rock

*t

persons perished from known casualties. Since
1S24, 17,s40 have been saved under its auspices.
Those grand results are largely due to the ample
funds of the Society, chiefly contributed as a “Spee.a'. * fills,” by kind and generous ladies ;‘an example
would

fair

u-

“arn-

stly

far hitter

recommend to

our

American

and more accordant with the

lungs ut' Him, who went about doing good,”
than endowing theological seminaries where dogmaand creeds more than humanity i- tlic good
sought
In France this work is only a few years old; she
lei- Tig stations for boats, and 7-for communicating
with stranded vessels; costing *tsn,00n. Ilcre the
ti

in

Indio- take

an

active part

as

in England.

Germany, Holland and Denmark,—each has a
new Society of this sort, and each is doing about
the kind and amount of work
NATURAL

as

stated of France.

SCIENCE.

Mkuci'kv. This is one of the simple substances,
ami lakes its name in this way: The ancients not
ha l

God for everything, hut these had a
only
messenger, who was drawn with wings and so always on the move doing errands, named Mercury :
thus meaning swift. Hence the planet nearest the
a

sun moving for that reason far swifter than any
other planet is called Mercury. This metal being
liquid at ordinary temperatures is always mov ing
round like melted load; hence swift-winged or al-

ways moviug is a fine name for it. The ancients,
many do now, called it quick-silver; quick, because moving,—silver,because resembling that metal they thought it was silver.
as

Few of the metals have a larger range of uses
than this. About all the thermometers, so useful
in ascertaining temperatures, are owing to this
same mercury, and to that
moving propriety which
The barometer also, which tells
gave the nam e
with the utmost precision the weight of the atmos-

phere, and thereby shows the height of mountains
and indicates the coming weather,—owes all these
great tilings lo this little swift-winged metal.
Among iis uses is its place among the medicines.
United with

a

small

quantity

of oxygen, the

com-

pound is oxide of mercury; when tliis is mixed
with lard it takes a big name—“iinguentum,”
which means simple ointment—and is the blue ointment that kills the lice on the cattle; and when
this same oxide is mixed with conserve of roses.it
is the blue

many take. When a
larger amount of oxygen unites with it, it becomes
the red oxide of mercury, called red precipitate,
so much in
vogue among the itch. With chlorine
it forms calomel—so much condemned
by many
wtio at the same time are flush in the use of the red

pill

which

so

precipitate ointments, which

arc

vastly

more

let color, called Vermillion, is the red
sulpliurct of
This is sometimes called cinnabar.

mercury.

Mercury is highly usetul in mining; tiie fine particles of gold which would otherwise be lost,
being
seized by the mercury and brought into mass.
To every lady, as to some masculines, mercury
becomes their other self; for if you take a small
mass of it, so great is its reflecting power,
you can
your faces in it as in a mirror; and all your
are nothing hut this same mercury
s’.u k on to one face of a plate of glass t,y pressure

looking glasses

day.

The sanctified Horace was one
“divines” who have a peculiarly “taking”
way among the ladies, and was the pet of the
congregation. He was appointed to the
pastoral care of the somewhat aristocratic.
Seventh street church last spring by the annual Conference. Prior to that time lie had
dispensed morality and the cardinal virtues
in theory to a quiet little
congregation at Mamaroneck, Westchester county, during a period
of nearly six years. lie is about thirty-six
years of age, a tolerable looking specimen of
anatomy, and it is reported had been married
to his now neglected and disgraced spouse
about fifteen years, which was about fifteen
years too long for her personal good. Up to
this late denouement no
suspicion had ever
rested upon him as to his “affinities” or amorous propensities,
though it had been repeatedly remarked that he was attentive and exceedingly courteous to his new companion.
But then there are so many clergymen who
manifest this peculiarity and are privileged
to enjoy close converse,
looking benignantly
into tlie depths of the eyes of the wives and
daughters of their “constituents” that nobody ever thinks anything of that. And their
way of doing it is so sleek and tame that it is
believed almost to lie their duty to do it—in
fact, it is a clerical accomplishment.
When Cook was missed on Saturday there
was a rare hubbub
among the elders, and for
fear that it his absence might be the result of
some unavoidable accident or
detention, a
supernumerary clergyman was drummed up
and performed the sacred offices for the church
on last
Sunday. But the arrival of the letters above referred to on the same
day set the
question at rest, and “hush” was the watchword and still continues to be the standing
oruer.

All efforts yesterday to learn the name of
the erring young lady were met with replies
either evasive or denial of any knowledge
of the matter by prominent members of the
church, but they cannot long conceal the
true facts of the case.
Some of them still
profess to believe that the clergyman anti
the truant daughter will
yet be found not to
have erred or to have absented themselves
with erring intent, and even the most dis
interested persons connot fail to hope, for
the sake of
society and the happiness of two
now dejected
families, that such will prove
to lie the case.
Ito leaves his
family in rather an awkward
predicament, as he has made it a rule to live
almost up to the extent of his income, lie
has two children, one of whom, a
youth of
some fourteen years of age, bears the
reputation of being a bright and
promising youug
°
man.

“We cannot see,” says the Boston Herald,
the ordinary expenses of the national
government should lie more than twice as
much as they were before the war, whereas
they are three or four times as much. The
people of this country are paying into the
treasury more than four humdred million dollars anuallv, which exceeds the revenue ol
any European government. The revenues of
the States probably amount to $1*10,000,000
more, and the city and town levies increase
the burden of taxation by an amount that cannot he estimated.
No wonder that business
is dull, money tight, and credit
impaired.”

“why

RAMtOU'H.

The old year was gliding over the threshhold of the world in the most gracious manner possible, this thirty-first night of December, with close-packed snow in the roads,
and all the fields shining white like a newly
iced cake; while overhead the stars glittered
with frost bright radicnee, and the chime of
myriad icicles made fairy music whenever a
breeze stirred the woods.
Perhaps it was not so romantic in the city,
but then it yvus much more noisy. People
were rushing to and fro with paper parcels
under their arms: confectioners were sending home their last orders; harassed tradespeople were wondering whether or not it
was best to take leave of their senses at once,
and children avere flattening their noses
against the gas-lighted windows of candy
simps and toy stores, trying to “make believe”
what they would buy, if they only had lots of
money 1
Mr. Leslie Trevor had just emerged from
this merry medley of the streets into his own
quiet room, where the fire burned brightly
and the easy-chair Yvas drawn up in front of
it, with a mute sort of welcome. lie was a
bright looking young man of about eightand twenty, with clear brown eyes and brown
cheeks, where the glow of health gave a
faint crimson tint, and a mouth which displayed pearl white teeth every time he spoke
or smiled.
As he entered, lie glanced round the room
Yvith a look that was almost discontented.
“No matter,"though,” he told himself cheerily ; “it will not be long. Before this day
twelvemonth I hope that Lilian will be my
Yvit'e, and Lilian’s smile would make a home
I wonder
out of the dreariest wilderness,
where that elf of a Tom is, to carry this box
round, with my compliments, lie’s never in
the way when lie's wanted. But the landlord will send him up when he arrives front
his latest escapade.
And, in the mean
time—”
Mr. Trevor finished his sentence by light-

ing

a

cigar.

"Just what I was longing for myself,”
“You
cried a minor voice back of him.
haven't got another of those articles about
you’ I suppose ?”
Trevor, albeit not a nervous man, started
a little ; but his face brightened up when lie
saw a stout, whiskered personage, a year or
so older than himself, with a seedy overcoat,
a fur edged hat, and a very chilled-looking
nose.

Potts!” lie cried, “is it you?”
“Yes, it’s I.” said Mr. Potts, depositing on
the table a paper box, the very mate to that
which hail just been placed there by Leslie
Trevor, and laying his hat beside it. “I just
saw a light in your windows as I passed by,
and I thought I’d step in to give you a word
of warning!”
“Indeed!” said Mr. Trevor good humoredly. “Pray take a seat.”
Mr. Potts took a seat and a cigar at the
same time.
“A very nice article this,” he said, sniffing
in the flavor ecstatically.
Huy 'em by the
thousand, I suppose? Sly wife objects to
smoking ! And that brings me to the subject
in hand, old boy. I hear you’re thinking of
being married!-’
“I am thinking of it; but as I have not yet
proposed to the young lady in question—”
“That makes no difference. It’s a down
hill road. When you’ve once started, nothing
It’s just
but an earthquake can stop you.
of those this, Trevor; don’t marry rich !”
“But’you did,” frankly asserted Mr. Tre-

dele-

terious.
though our voice is to avoid these and all
giant remedies as much as possible. The tine scar-

see

Uenild, Jan. 11.

Tlie congregation of tlie Seventh street
Methodist Episcopal church is in a rare state
of excitement, owing to the sudden disappearance from among its flock of their pastor. llev. Horace Cook, and the sensation is
not the less exhilarating from the fact that
lie went not alone. Indeed, the scandal excavators have unearthed the shocking revelation that when he went he was accompanied
by one of the lambs of the told—a Sabbath
school teacher, the daughter of one ot the
leading members of the congregation, and
reported to be about seventeen years of age.
How it happened is not very clear, and
when it happened has been set down, with a
reasonable approach to accuracy, as some
time between Friday evening and Saturday
I morning lasr. C'ook left his home about six
o’clock on Friday evening, after which time
he was seen in company with the young
lady. Ib‘ had previously offered an excuse
to his wife to avoid attending a religious
meeting that evening with her. He was
away all night, and his wife was in a terrible
state of suspense until on Saturday she received a note from him stating that she
would never hear of him again. A similar
note was despatched to the father of the
voting lady, who hail accompanied the llev.
shepherd, with the additional information
that the parent, in general terms, need experience no anxiety as to the welfare of his
I daughter, as she would be well taken care
1 of.
These letters were mailed at ten o’clock
A. M., of Saturday, in this city, and reached
their destination about four o’clock I’. M. of
the same day, and this fact gives rise to the
assumption that the saintly duo left by one
of the steamers that quitted the port on that

British Isles, and rewards were granted to fishing
Boats and others for saving 2.">0more: nearly 700

we

SHEPHERD ASTRAY.

From the New York

11Y AMY

false front, of flaxen hair, with tiny curls I
on every side, and a stiff seam
|
down the middle!
from
her;
She flung the thing indignantly
]
it lodged on a chintz draped sofa, where it
lay, looking like the head of one ot, blueboard’s wives.
•
almost iiiar•How dare he?" she
j
tieulatelv. “How dare he insult me by a|
like
this:
Does
he.
coarse, practical joke
think my hair is false? Does 1 mean to
timate that 1 am indebted to the,! air dresser’s j
art tor what should be woman’s ehiefest glory? |
Bathe shall never have the chance to insult!
T care not for his insolence ; I re-1
me again.
joiee rather, that 1 have discovered his true
character before it is too late.”
And by way of proof of her rejoicing,
Lilian sat down and cried heartily.
Yet notwithstanding this little episode,
Lilian Dare looked as beautiful as a royal rose
in full bloom on New Year’s day, as she stood
in her parlors, dressed in blue silk, with blue
flowers in her hair, and,her golden tresses
netted at the back of her head. Leslie Trevor:
thought he had never seen her so lovely as he
timidly advanced to give her the compliments
of the season.
“May I venture to wish you a lifetime of
happy New Year’s?” he said gaylv; but, to
his surprise, Lilian coldly inclined her head,
and made no answer in words.
“You are well, 1 hope ?” he went on.
“Quite well.”
Trevor looked pained and embarrassed.
“I had hoped to see you carrying the gift
I presumed to send you last night," lie said,
feeling the blood mounting to his cheek as lie
spoke. Lilian drew herselt’ haughtily up,
and turning to a side table, took the luckless
paper box, and held it towards him.
“Allow me to return your gift, Mr. Trevor.”
she said coldly. “The insult was gratuitous;
but vou shall have no opportunity to repeat
it."
Leslie looked bewildered.
“I don’t understand you, Miss Dare."
But as Lilian turned to receive a fresh caller, he mechanically opened the box, and the
false front fell out. one of its curls catching
in his watch chain !
“Lilian—Miss Dare!" he cried, as Mr.
Dewitt Jonesbury was conducted into the
back room for refreshments by comfortable
Mrs. Dare, “you can never suppose that I
’’
ever sent this—this monstrosity to you !
“It came with your card !” Lilian responded mercilessly.
“Impossible ! I sent you aboquet.”
“Then,” Lilian answered, not without the
I earn of a smile, “it must have undergone
some mysterious transformation before it met
a

dependent

■

,a

as

manly

ten-

the sailors

singing they push out from
gradually becoming
is increased, until

•

Cover the well known pathway,
Oh, damp December snow !
Her step no longer lingers there.
When stars begin to glow

These conditions are mainly good
sunlight, requisite warmth and moisture. Neither
animal nor vegetable life amount to anything with- i

on-

on

Oh, faintly falling

and much care.

Thi-

a

the

terizing them too strongly.
LETTER FROM CONNECTICUT.
OF VIENNA.
INCIDENT
AN
AX EX<ynsiTE riF.CE OF ART
brush-j
nightly
wrapper, preparatory
Correspondence of the Journal.
has recently been placed by Mrs. Colt in her
ing when the maid brought up a paper box.' One beautiful summer day there was a
•‘With 5Ir. Trevor's card and compliments. great festival in the large park of Vienna.
II vitTiOHD. Jan. 10th, ltTO.
newly erected Memorial Church ot the ('■ >d
Miss!”
'This park is called by the people the Prater.
A C.YUTl.ATlXi, MACHINE
Shepherd. It is a baptismal font, carved at
Lilian's color deepened, and a sly smile It is lull of lovely trees, tine walks, and little
of unfailing precision and perfect utility has Romo of the purest Carrara marble, and is
as she took the box.
ot
which
the
time
At
her
lips
rustic
rosy
dimpled
pleasure-houses.
while her lovely blue eyes grew suit and I am speaking it was almost covered with recently been examined with interest by
upheld by three statues of angel children—
crowds of people. Among a number of orlimpid.
“So distinctly wrought.
your correspondent. It is the invention of a
she
it
is.”
who
murmured
to
what
and
“I wonder
played
girls
That one might almost 'ay their bo'die* thought
gan-grinders. beggars,
and
one
M.
de
Colmar,
Thomas
Frenchman,
in
lie
him
to remem- on
herselt'. “How thoughtful
harps, there stood an old musician.
The sculptor lias perfectly rendered, in the
ber me on New 1 ear s eve !
had once been a soldier, but his pension was is called the Arithmometer. The first mathe soft delicate outlines
She pressed her lips timidly to the box ere not enough to live on. Still he did not like chine was issued thirty years ago. since then pure white marble,
of the infantile figure.
she opened it—a girl's shy impulse—and then to beg: therefore, on this particular festival- the inventor has been
engaged in making
colored up as it' some one had seen her.
This tasteful font is but another appropriday he took his violin and played under a successive
The sice is small,
rose
improvements.
was
to!
with
But the momentary
He had a faithful dog
tree in the park.
nothing
th
ate ornament to a church upon which. !
crimson
mechanism
inclosed
in
an
of
which
the
entire
flooded
the hot deluge
being
him. which lay at his feet, and held ft hat in
as
the
and
without
within,
she
generous lady
opened the box and his mouth, so that passers-by might east coins ebony box twenty-one inches in length and
cheek and brow when
beheld nestled down in its layers of paper— into it.
The Arithmometer already lavished with free hand the luxuries
three inches in height.

the rose bush.
snow 1
For she is gone who trained it- branch.
bud
to blow.
its
wooed
And

l'all thickly

HOUSE PLANTS IN WINTER.

of the Trustees of the Mass
iiM Y. f-.r late publications

'■ a

.ociety, showing what has been, and is
cue life endangered by shipwreck, not

to

on

Mi mink

[•■

that

o:

no

•>

......

by

to their

SNOW.

mercury become spherical looking- ;
what in, all- of safety, h
whole mass resembling solid silver;
Imniunitv adopt■■ t
just
g,«id and costing forty times less, without
storms that 1- at upon ur
irf
any ..f the trouble of scouring.
indebted to Hon. David Sears, of
swet

»

the voyage

sung

To say that taken as a whole these concerts
were the very acme of melody, is not charac-

NUMBER 28.

portance.

the w

on

as

Slaviansky,—representing

simply a whispered cadence comes to the ear
mingled with the gentle sounds of waters.

aj-Our friends who may have communications, observation*. fact*, suggestion.*, or anything of interest,
pertaining to this department, are requested to commu!i
nic .te th< same t a Dr. Putnam Sim niton, Sc.irsport,
v-ii! preparethe same for publication, if of sufficient im-

y wi

M

the shore, their voices
fainter as the distance

CONDUCTED 1JY PUTNAM SIMOXTON.

ai

Song

or

‘.Why,

gasped

in-j

my eyes!"
Trevor opened the window and tossed the
hideous falsity out. It descended on the hat
of Mr. Potts.
“Halloo !’’ cried that gentleman, indignantly dodging, “what the mischief do folks
mean by—Why—halloo—it’s Mrs. l’.’s hair!
II must have rained down from the heavens!"
And Mr. Potts, pocketing the mysterious
visitant, walked into Miss Dares to tell, regardless of the afterwrath of Mrs. P.. what
a very excellent joke had just befallen him.
Trevor looked at Lilian. Lilian’s eyes answered back a gleam or blue sunshine; and
when Mr. Potts finished by saying:
“And, by Jove, I haven’t an idea whom
the bouquet belongs to!" they Inth burst out

laughing.

And Mr. Potts thought lie had
funny thing indeed, although In

certain what it

said a very
wasn’t quite

was.

A BOGUS ENGLISH LORD.

The flight of Radford alias Lord Hubert
Ainsley, from New York, brings out the following comments on the fellow's remarkable
career in that city, from the Evening Post:—
vor.
Last summer there appeared in this city a
“I know I did, my dear fellow,” groaned
Potts, “and that’s what gives weight to my young man calling himself Lordllubert I,! S.
experience. I’ve been a fool; all the more Ainsley. He ingratiated himself into fashion-'
reason I should advise my young gentleman able society, dressed fashionably, gave fine
friends not to make fools of themselves.” [ dinners and rode in an English dog-cart
drawn by a horse “bobbed” in a style sup“I’m much obliged to you, but—"
“Hallo!” cried Mr. Potts, jumping up as if posed to be English, and at his back was a
he had been electrified by the little mantle- “tiger" in all the dignity of top boots, gilt
clock striking nine; “is that clock right? buttons and cockade. With a claim to a tiWon’t 1 get a peeling for not being home at tle and so much appearance of wealth, his
eight, as I promieed. She’s a vixen—a society was courted by some wealthy pershrew—and I can’t help myself.
Trevor, sons.
He formed the acquaintance of a wealthy
take my advice, and don’t do it!”
Leslie Trevor burst into a laugh as Mr. young lady living on Staten Island and soon
Potts caught up one of the paper boxes —the it became known that they were engaged to
wrong one, of course; if he had taken the be married. About this time it was whisperright one, our tale would never have had a ed in “fashionable circles” that (he follow
moral to point—and rushed down stairs three was an imposter, and that no suck name as
steps at a time. Nor had the gleam oflaugh- “Lord Ainsley” appeared in the English book
ter died out of his eyes when Tom, the errand of the Peerage.
These rumors became so
boy of the hotel, presented himself for Mr. widespread and annoying that the mother ot
Trevor’s orders.
the young lady despatched a messenger to
“That paper box, Tom,” said our hero, England to ascertain about the antecedents of
searching in his pockets for a quarter to re- the man.
ward the Gandymede. “Take it round to
The instructions were fully carried out, and
Mr. Dare’s, No,-street with my compli- it was discovered that the person claiming to
ments to Miss Lilian, and this card."be lord had been an English valet to a French
“Yes, sir,” said Tom looking rather harder gentleman in Paris, where he had mastered
at the quarter than he did at the box, and two or three languages, and learned the
ways
of "societythat his name was Richard Radvanishing swiftly.
Mr. Potts' apprehensions had not been al- ford, and that his father was the
keeper of a
together without foundation. Mrs. P. was stable in London ; and that, finally, he was a
mere adventurer and
waiting his coming with a clouded brow.
gambler. NotwithShe was a rich, ill-tempered old maid,
standing this report, the newspaper exposwhom Philo Potts had somehow been delud- ures, and the scandal which followed, the
ed into marrying, with false hair, false teeth
young woman clung to the man and married
and in fact everything about her false except him.
her temper, and that was exceedingly genuThe rest is soon told. He made a brief trip
me.

“Why didn’t yon stay all night?” tartly demanded this amiable spouse, as Mr. Potts
sneaked in with a conciliatory smile.
“My dear, it’s only ten !"
“Only ten!”—Mrs. Potts jerked the paper
box out of her husband's hand—“and me
waiting here ; and Mary Ann can't do up my
hail* until that order is brought home from
Curlier’s”
“Here, it is, my dear!” soothed her lord
and master.
Mrs. Potts twitched oft' the paper wrapping
aud broke the pink twine, while her eyes
snapped otnniously.

“What’s this?” she cried

bouquet!”

sharply.

“A—

Pen and ink cannot reproduce the contempttone of her voice, as the looked down
upon the tuberoses and heliotropes and
eamelia joponieas which lay wrapped in silver paper within the box.
Mrs. Potts, quite
devoid of sentiment, and short in temper,
withal, flung the bouquet at her husband’s
head, and went into screaming hysterics.
“It’s all the fault of that confounded hair
dresser!” cried Mr. Potts, “and I’m not to
blame for it, one way or the other. I’ll be
hanged if I bear this sort of thing a minute
uous

longer!”

So Mr. Potts, plunged his hands recklessly
in his pockets, and went off to spend the rest
of his evening at the “Blissful Bachelors’
Club!”
Lilian Hare had shaken her luxurious
tresses like a cloud of gold over her white

On

the

have

just

mentioneu, tne

day
solves all Arithmetical problems, however
dog sat before him with the old hat. Many
people went by. and heard the musician play- intricate. It multiplies eight figures (in line)
ing; but they did not help him much. I by eight figures, in eighteen seconds; divides
wonder the people did not give him more, sixteen
figures by sixteen figures in twentyfor he was truly a pitiable object, llis lace
four second-, long columns of figures are
was covered with sears received in his counextractry's battles, and he wore a long gray coat added in time almost incredible; the
wo

which lie had kept ever since he had been in
the army. He even had his old sword by bis
side, for ho would not walk in the streets
without carrying his trusty friend with him.
He had only three fingers on his right hand :
so that he hold the bow of his violin with difficult'.'. A luillet had taken off the two others, and almost at the same time a cannon
ball had taken off his left leg. The last money
he had had been spent in buying new strings
for his violin, and he was now playing with
all his strength the military airs had learned
when a boy with his father. He looked sad
enough as'he saw the multitude pass by in
their strength, and youth, and beauty; for
he knew that if he did not obtain some money that evening he would have to go to bed
supperless. His dog was better oft ; for he
sometimes found a bone here and there to satisfy his hunger.
It was late in the afternoon, the musician’s
hopes were almost like the sun—they were
both going down together—and lie placed
his violin down by his side, and leaned
against the tree, the tears streaming down
his cheeks. He thought none of that giddy
crowd saw him, but he was mistaken. Not
far off stood a gentleman in fine clothes, who
had a kind heart: and when ho saw that no
one gave the tattered soldier anything, lie
was touched with sympathy.
Going to the
dog, and looking into the hat, he saw only
two small copper coins in it He then said “My
good ”friend, why do you not play lon-ger
“O replied the old man, “My dear sir, T
cannot, my arm is so tired 1 cannot hold the
bow; besides I have, had no dinner, and 1
have little prospect of supper.”
The stranger resolved to aid him as best he
could: and giving him a piece of gold said,
“I will pay you if you will lend me your violin for an hour.”
“O,” said the musician, “this piece of money is worth more than half-a.dozen fiddles
like mine.”
“Never mind," said the stranger; “I only
want it one hour.”
“Very well you can do what you will,”
said the owner
The gentleman took the fiddle and the bow
in his hands, and then said, “Now, you take
the money, and 1 will play. 1 am quite sure
the people will give us something."
The first air had not been finished before
the people, observing the strange sight, and
hearing beautiful music, stopped a moment
in curiosity. Every one saw the tine looking
stranger was playing tor the poor man ; but
none knew who he was.
By-and-by the people began to drop money into the hat, and
the dog seemed delighted to receive so many
pieces of gold for his master. The circle <>t
hearers became larger and larger. Even the
coachmen of the splendid carriages begged
the people inside to stop and hear the music.
Still the money increased. Gold, silver, and
copper were, thrown into the hat by old and
The dog now began to growl.
young.
\Vhat could be matter? Otic gentleman, as
lie dropped a large piece of money into the
hat, had struck him oil ihe nose, and lie came
But
verv near lotting all the money fall.
the' hat soon became so heavy that lie could
not hold it any longer.
“Empty your hat, old man,’’ said the people, “and we will till it. again for you.”
1 le pulled out a handkerchief, and wrapped
the money in it, and put it in his violin bag.
The. stranger kept on playing, and the people cried out, “Bravo! bravo!” He played
first one tune then another. The children
seemed carried away with delight. At last
he played, “God bless the Emperor Francis!"
All hats and caps Hew oft' their heads, for
the people loved their Emperor. The music
came, to an end; the hour was ended, and
the performer handed back the violin to the
old man.
“Thank you,” said the. gentleman. “May
God bless you !” and lie disappeared in the
crowd.
‘•Who is he? who is lie?” said the people.
“Where does lie come from?”
A certain person sitting in one of the
coaches said, "1 know him. It is Alexander
It is
Boucher, the distinguished xiolinist.
just like him. He saw that poor musician
needed help, and lie has helped him to good

of

art.

Perhaps

it is uot

wholly

out of

plaee

to

say here that Mrs. Samuel Colt is justly called the Miss Burdett Coutts of America.
FAITS DIVERS.

The Connecticut river closed this year on
square root of a number of sixteen the 7th of Dee., a little earlier than usual,
figures i- worked with the proof in one min- the average time of closing for the last ten
ute and a quarter.
y<.ars being the 12th of December. But the
v
Perhaps it is m edless to say that the subsequent warm weather has melted the ice
The steamer
Arithmometer does nor resemble in the least and the river is open’ again.

tion of

a

nor any of the common tables Silver Star lias resumed her regular trips,
the correlation of figures.
Pan- the first time since ls’.fi that a steamer Indora's box in its exuberance sent forth evils, run on the Connecticut in January. Not i
but now that wonder is half
pound of iee having yet been gathered by
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this little mechanical
stract

thought
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Although abfrom this, the
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that it will be scarce and
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embodiment does, for thd work of the intellect is performed and replaced.
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high
building has been
nearly $160,'xx> It
next sun.
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model structure in every respect, a.,d
well with the Brown School building
mates
Insurance
It
Charter Oak Life
must be of invaluable service in the life in- erected last year,—a full description of whi li
surance business.
Quite refreshing 'tis to was =■given in a late number of the Ilea::1
think of the headaches the Arithmometer and Home.
There is a good prospect of ha\ ing a nea
will
The instrument

we

saw

is owned

by
Company.

the is

a

prevent.

government building

“TtlE convict's friend.'*

soon,

for the I’-m

States Courts, Ac.
Mr. ir. T. Dorsey of Pautucket, lL 1.. has tiee. United

'1

\V

by his rather eccentric but generous interest
HORRIBLE MURDER IN NORTH CAROLINA.
in criminals well earned that name.
This
Greensboroegh, X. C., Jan. 7. 1>7gentleman gives a good dinner once or twice
On Sunday morning last the citizens of the
a year to those confined in our State Prison,
quiet little village of Hillsborough, in the aJ
lie is soon to make a donation of a work of
joining county of Orange.' were horror
Rut per- stricken by the discovery of a fiendish ami
art to the Hartford Insane Retreat.
which for its barbarity
of
his
most
act
haps
singular
liberality is the astroeious'murder,
has scarcely an equal in the annals of c rime
presentation to a prisoner named Clark of a The victim was a man named Martin V
chain composed of sixty-six twenty-dollar Blalock, who
kept the bar of the liquor rooc
gold pieces, all of the date l'biib The value of Utley A Blalock, to which was also attach
of these golden shackles (not counting work eil a restraurant or eating room. He had
retired the night previous, as usual, the la-t
and gold links') is jSl.SgO. The recipient has
time he was seen alive by his friends iml
been confined fifteen years,—unjustly. Mr. relatives, and with no apprehension of the
Dorsey thinks. The ease will be heard soon, terrible fate that was in store for him.
Nn
and it is Mr. D's intention to bring the Early on that Sabbath morning a negro
who had been in the habit of waiting on
into
court
bound
these
prisoner
by
golden Blalock, while on his way to light the tires
I
fetters !
i and bring water, was met by two other negroes
who told him that something was wrong at
AMUSEMENTS
the barroom, as they had looked into the
the
have
cost
Hartford
peopast year
during
back window and Mr. Blalock was lying on
ple sixty-five thousand dollars. This perhaps the floor, surrounded by a pool of either
seems a* large sum. yet few managers have blood or water,
they could not tell which
carried plethoric pocket-books out of town, Doubting the truth of the statement, the t o
and some instead have taken with them un- went himself, and, pushing open the shut
tors of the window, became satisfied "I the
receipted hotel bills. It is proverbial that it fact, and rushing to the house of his oi l
takes a long pole to stir up our citizens, master.
Squire Murdock, he exclaimed
and therefore, with the exception of five or ••(let up on your leet, boss ; Mr.Blalock is 1\
six great artistes, few actors or singers can ing on de floor, dead!" With all possible
haste Mr. Murdock reached the scene, and
“draw" here.
so horrified was he that without loss of time
Mark Twain appeared at Alien Hall not he
rang the town bell to alarm the citizens,
long since, lmt his lecture—so far as we can which soon brought a surprised crowd to tin-

j

private opinion—was a sad an- spot.
A BARBAROUS AND BI.oODY DEED.
expectation. The daily papers,
however, praised Twain ; but then you know
Upon entering the back room of the si,.daily newspapers ( weeklies never, of course) in which Blalock slept, a ghastly and inlm
met the gaze of the citizens
sometimes do present to their readers beauti- [man spectacle
on his back near the centre of tin
Eying
ful cases of logic quite independent of facts.
room, with the left leg across and resting up
Rut what a good lecture really is.—who can on the right, and his arms extended, was t:c
learn from
tithesis to

formulate ?
Kate Field has been lu re, too, and talked

about Woman in the Lyceum; while her remarks were, agreeable and discursive, they
were
Miss Field
entirely inconsequent.
proved nothing new, and in her reasoning
was rather Unreasonable. Of the many other
lectures which have been delivered of late,
it is not worth while to speak in detail, l’art

given by old favorites, and part by
applicants for •public favor. Then we
have had that peculiar drama in which, if the
actors do not really appear in purix naturalitms, they endeavor to make it seem that they
were
new

do, and the Great Unwashed go away satisfied with the. evening's exposition.
The
managers of the horse drama too.—Miss
Kate Fisher and Miss Leo Hudson—have
given us a sight of their “fiery steeds’’ in the

play

of

Mazeppa.

The less said about “Formosa" the better,
purpose.”
The people then gave three cheers for but even she has not forgotten us. Rut as
Boucher, and put more money in the hat. Its we are not a nil atlniirari philosopher, turnowner went home that evening richer than
from this dismal resume of the abortive
lie had ever been before. When lie went to ing
bis bed, he folded his hands, and prayed attempts made to amuse, it is pleasing to rethat God might “bless good Boucher;” so late now some account of the glorious
that, when he should come to be old, lie too
RUSSIAN CONCERTS
might liavo a friend to help him,
I given last week by Dimitri tie Agroneff
Life in Washington. The N. Y. WorM
Slaviansky’s troupe <>l’ sixteen native Russian
is telling some terrible stories of the wickedThese novel concerts consisted of
singers.
ness at Washington, in which the professionnational
airs
and hymns sung by a full chorus
al women of the lobby and their friends in
of
male
voices
the
Columns
of
arc
unaccompanied by any instrufigurantes.
Congress
details are given, but the following will suf- ment, of ballads sweet and sentimental, and
fico to show what a loathsome picture the
of duetts from Russian Opera. The exquiswriter has been painting:
ite blending of choral voices which seemed
Among the lobby women in Washington
last winter was the daughter of a present as one of ineffable sweetness and limitless
IT. S. Senator, whose fatheryearsago refused power,—the perfect renditions of the solos,—
to Philadelphia, attracted attention by the ex- to let her marry the man of her [choice. She the
unique but magnificent costumes of the
cellence of his dinners, and then returned to eloped with him; ho deceived her by a mock
worn by the members of the comEmpire
twi
other
so
he
callwives,
lie
a
this city, where
having
engaged furnished house marriage,
of
all
her
lie
took
and
even
on Madison avenue. For a few weeks he fol- ed, iliving ;
pany,—the naive, perfectly natural stagejewels,
lowed up the same style of living, and then most ot her clothing, and abandoned her. manner of the singers,—made tip a charming
took lodgings in an obscure boarding-house She went to the bad headlong, refused all ensemble.
Being as they are, the. bold, free
in the same neighborhood. A day or two overtures to return home, and the father and
outpourings of nature, these Slavonic harago his wife arose from her bed to find her daughter used to pass one another in the
—she
a
monies, surprise at tirst the ear cultivated to
wanton
a
and
he
a
watch
and
her
diamonds, money
English lord, Capitol year ago
On the table lay a note saying that Senator—and never speak. Nor did either a meretricious taste for the studied intricacies
all
gone.
he had gone never to return. The wile re- ever betray the event to any one. He called her of Italian music.
But the human in the
turned to her mother on Staten Island, where dead ; she consented to be dead even to him.
most scrupulous critic must
of
the
heart
even
Another Senator’s wife, who is an'invalid,
she is said to be lying dangerously ill of brain
cannot be unaware, for no one else is, that yield to the electric influence of these natural
fever.
It should be added that this impostor suc- her husband has stocked no less than six of songs, although pronounced in a language
his mistresses on the civil service as clerks, known to few outside of Russia.
ceeded in making his way
among a certain
kind of wealthy society, in spite of warnings and that he adds one to the number every
“One touch of Nature makes the whole world kin."
of the press; that he was able to persuade the session.
Once the full company dropped into EngAnother Senator, a Southwest carpet-bagdaughter of a wealthy family to marry him, in
spite of the fact that his pretensions had been ger, foisted his mistress on the Treasury De- lish, as Silas Wegg .“dropped into poetry,”
exposed in public as well as private ; and that partment last year, and was influential as a mental sandwich after the heavier meal
long after it wras most clearly ascertained that enough to have her salary continued while on “The Decline and Fall off the Russian
he was an imposter, his invitations to dinners he sent her on to New York to undergo an
This was when they sang Vive 1’
and other festivities were freely accepted by abortion. She died. The Senator himself Empire.”
America
(“Lands od zo Free”—they rendermany persons who make pretensions to social drew the arrears of pay, ostensibly for the
murdered
of
the
who
mother
woman,
has
ed
Then
indeed the depths were stirred,
it.)
standing.
to see the first cent of it.
yet
from
the
and
singers to every individual of
OF
ST.
THE ANNEXATION
DOMINGO.
Another honorable, this time of the House,
ot a comNew Youk, Jan. 11. The steamer Tybee was driven out of a leading hotel six years the. audience ran the electric flash
from St. Domingo, 30th ult., brings a report ago for notorious conduct with a married mon sympathy; for a few moments the very
that great excitement prevails all over the woman, and that with the consent of the
building seemed to tremble with the rounds
That husband is now clerk in of
country on the subject of annexation to the husband.
rapturous applause.
United States. President Baez was about to that Congressman’s committee, his wife is
It would be a pleasure, were not time so
issue a proclamation callingon the command- the Congressman’s mistress, and her son is
ers in various districts to take the votes of
a page on the floor of the House, and waits precious, to dwell at length on the various
the people on the fjuestion.
on his mutual fathers every day.
gems of these entertainments,— to tell in full

Stuffed in his
corpse of Martin Blalock
mouth, as it to stifle his dying cries, wapillow ease, half of which protruded from the
I In
extended jaws, now rigid in death.
throat was severed from side to side by tiv
deep and tagged gashes, as if the instrument
bv which they were made dull and uneven. A
rope was tied round his neck, which would
give the impression that the murderers r
first attempted strangulation, and not sue
eoeding in this they resorted to other and
more effective means of despatching their
victim. A blow of some heavy weapon had
entirely crushed in the left temple : there wi r
about fifteen wounds of various kinds in tin
features; the eyes were matted with clots of
congealed black blood, and with th ha :
bloody pillow ease sticking up from tin
mouth and the brain oozing from the i.-tuple, a more shocking and sickening -fight
In the -tore :
could scarcely be imagined.
front room, behind the oounb-r one of tin
ll w a
instruments of death was discovered,
a small cog-wheel, weiging about one and
half pounds, through which a rope had !>•■. :■
tied, and, judging from the indentations u
the murdered mail’s forehead, this had '■
used as a slungshot with terrible elicit.
BLUNDER

object of the murderers,
evidently
who had gained an entrance by knocking at
the door, waking their victim up under tin
plea of getting drink, and then completing
their bloody work. The watch-chain, knite
ami other articles, besides a small anionic
of money belonging to Blalock, were gone
and the till or tin box in which were kept tin
receipts of the store was also missing. About
$100 iii money and a few articles of small
value were all the murderers obtained t"
compensate them for the commission of this
the

was

tragedy.
THE ALLEGED MURDERERS.

Ever since the discovery of the crime tin
entire eommuity at Hillsborough lias been in
a feverish state of excitement, and the citizens
to
are unusually earnest in their endeavors
m
bring the murderers to light. An in*|U* of
was held, before with a large number
witnesses wero summoned, but though tin
able to fasten guilt upon anybody, suspicion
at once fell upon a negro named Hob Gunn
and two others, called respectively Young and
Luttevloh. Gunn was arrested here a lew
days since and was conveyed by the Sheritl
lie
ot Orange to jail at Hillsborough, where
is now safely lodged. Young was also arand the capture of
rested near
Lutterloh

Hillsborough,
effected tit

was

Ashehorougli,

all three are now
safe way to pay the penalty of the law.

Randolph county,

so

THEIR

in

in

a

GUII.T

established, though arrested only on
suspicion created by a strong chain of circumstances.
Young and Hob Gunn spent
the greater portion ol Saturday and that night
is

now

togeftier,

and left their lodging shortly after
Where they were joined by the
oth#r Lutterloh, is not known: but as two
of them have partly confessed the deed, and
as a portion of the money has been found on
the person of Young, and the till of Hlalock
lias been discovered, it is clear they are the
guilty parties. Gunn says he was forced to
in
go with the other two; that Young leaped
nt the back window and did the killing while
lie and Lutterloh held the body.
however, denies that he had anything to do
with the murder; that he kept watch while
the other two perpetrated the bloody deed

midnight.

Young,
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the same talk u understanding. Since then
Amount ot a*
Ui -nt s paid
have
had
I.,'
the people had ratitied, and forced
|
they
er
cruelties
and
atrocities
than
otiiers
the
thunder.
The
world
second engineer,
ever
! tools ..I his r
upon non,
"Sjr, we are her.- on other htisihcss
I ndi\ idllals,
a previous message
10, |5 1*»
them a Constitution which they had not rati- Allen
they knew he would another meeting, which was attended bv
and i heg y on to look at this letter.'
t Jmuded him
Tryon, wa at tile time lying upon a saw before or since. The wretches revelled
lied. an act which, in the ease of Kansas, bench in the
make it. again
li.
and
the
letter,
approached a window to read it. It.
yet they were whipped some of the most prominent citizens of Bosengine-room, t^sleep immedi- in the blood of the white population. Kverv
f5 i:i»,
il
and
read
alter
had been denounced by the part y whose
it
in
Ins
hands
he tin m
crushing
in by parly discipline to lii.s support. Wl at
rep- ately afterwards they heard him screaming
AriT.liXOoN*.
towards us and said
ton-—including representatives of Harvard
I have provoked A! Ruche
resentatives now propose its repetition.
for his father, when the captain and others white man, woman and child that did not es- a comment on their
1 be Committee lo which hud been refer- fort." said lie. 'hei'mi'0 lie is stamlard-liearei' of Hi.'
uprightness and inde- University, The Athemeum, Public Library
Aiici limber discussion, which was
par- rushed to the engine-room, where tliey met cape lrnm the island, was massacred. Those
rubble. A- tor M. tlroiisset, i have uo reply i"
and Institute of Technology. This
red the matter ol a plan “I in<*ri:/a'»•*».. re- make him. Ale
ticijiated in b\ Messrs. Al.irton, Colo, Sehurz, at the door the first engineer, John Dibble, planters who had been most humane and kind pendence !
meeting
you represeulalives of these .o
1 iimhull and others, it was
ion:-" "Sir." I answered, --vve eome m you to till
agreed to lake coming out, badly scalded. It was with the to their slaves, suffered the same fate
There lias been nothing yet done in the happily resulted in the formation of ;l distinct ported t* t*>llo\viwith
til loy ally- ami courteously the eomiuissions entrusi
tin* \ otc on the bill at t o’clock on
To ini’. NiocKt*oi.Dia:s or nu
Monday, greatest, difficulty tliey entered tin* engine- the rest.
P.ri.i A.si wn ed lo us hy our friends," "Are vou
Women and children, boys and Legislature worth reporting. When they association, ami a petition to the Legislature
and the .Senate, at lo. lo, adjourned until Mon- room, so dense was the steam, but
I
representatives
thev*lid,
"i these wretelu
Moosiallixl*
l.Ahl
ItAiLUOAli
Victor Xoir n plied
CeUlUNY.
-H
tor
a
charter. As soon as they obtain'! he act
day.
and sueeeded in finding ami bringing out men, all wore murdered in cold blood. get Jit business, we will try to make a record
The undersigned your committee, beg h ave p» an r. pp sentativcs of our friends."
of
is
it
I
House of Representatives.
Ilea
incorporation,
proposed to ask the reporl
suddenly advancing a step, amt w ithout
That from various cause*, prominent
Tryon. The unfortunate men were carried Heads were hacked oil as trophies. L uborn ot till! dniiigs. A joint select committee bus
authorities for the transfer of the lot on among which haw* been the open opposition ol a ..mr pal l. I*i ill Bonaparte slapped
Tin: VIKCIXIA HILL.
ilium deck, when it was found necessary to children were
from their mothers, been raised to take into consideration the city
A i. to! Noil with his left hand, mil al tie same
ripped
!'•
\v
of
our
all their clothing off. In removing the
wealthy fellow’-citizeiis to llie eoiistruel- tliue ileW a i. ol r
which the Coliseum stood, to the new cor- ion o|
Mr. Fitch, of Nevada, advocated its ad- cut
v'
six .-Italllhers which he had
any Kail road leading through or rYom oui
|
tile skin from their bodies peeled and carried in processions on [likes.
Every temperance portion of Gov. Chamberlain's
held eoiieealed ill his pocket, already eoeked, and
-•U s. distrust thereby created in the minds of -one
mission, and soid ii would have been better garments,
This
lot
was
to
the
address including, we suppose, the artillery poration.
eitv1 by
other conceivable form of
given
file
fellows
were
off.
in
was
tired
vv
Noir.
ith
blankthe
muzzle ol the pistol dose
upon
poor
outrage
of the original subscribers for stork of the
wrapped
perl**r tbt*
country, and lor the Republican party ets, and the
p» asicaptain, J. \Y. Tryon, a hi other petrated.
practice at Hicliboru. We shall look for the tin* State, on condition that it be used either biiity or policy >t constructing such a road, the to him. Soil staggered, pressed hoth hands oil his
.1 Virginia had been admitted with
Georgia.
lor a public park or an art
pecuniary inability, us it has proved, of some tew In-east and 'link down in the doorway hy which »
He was convinced that no action could be of one ofthe injured men, look the boat and
From that day to this, the negro has
building. The subscribers
had entered; tlie cowardly assassin then turned
reign- report with considerable interest, bang is
to pin the amount of their
them on shore at Madison where
subscription,
I
conveyed
<!oin so huiTlttl to the Republican
will
lie
ils and tired.
to
1 then seized a small pisloi
for
funds
to
appealed
help an 1 most especially the repudiation of their *uh upon
party, so everything possible was done for their relief, ed supreme in llayti. The plantations have chairman, which fact is not indicative public
which 1 had in my pocket, at I which I was n
injurious to the best interests of the whole but their
on the enterprise, and it is reasonable I script ions by several towns on the route, it has beof
carry
back
to
a
state
of
nature.
'There are
deaVol 111 lo free from its sheath. The VV et. Il I II' Il
anything very savage on the 11 and 4
injuries were so serious that Mr gone
come quite
1
apparent that recourse nui*t he had t<> ed mi in. lull when lie 'aw
ountry, and so especially damaging to tin*
to expect that Boston will soon he
tha! I w as armed, h.
died during the afternoon, and Mr no exports save a little coffee and the native o clock men.
I lie House voted to
provided some source 01 other for funds necessary to com- I relreal.
proceed
d and stood hehiml tlie door and aimed at
speedy and honest reconstruction of the Tryon
our road in seasonable time to meet the reDibble Friday morning. Young Tryon was woods. Intercourse
with white traders keeps to the election of I S. Senator on Tuesday. with a Public Art Gallery, which will do plete
'll
II was Mien thai. comprehend the amlnisli in
South, as to exact from Virginia any other
contained
in
the
contract
for
a
..[
lease
quirement
scalded internally, his tongue swelled fearfuln, which vv
had fa lien, and relleeling that If I tired
conditions than those prescribed by the act
it. to the Maine Central Hail road Company.
'The p>tit.ii>n of the Belfast and Monsehead credit to the city and the country.
anil as he coughed pieces of skin came up up an appearance of civilization on the coast,
ot April last.
The amount required for that purpose is vurioiu- lltcre would he ll.at Wanting those \V ho W ould s.u
Tlte war had been waged to ly,
I
InBoston
operators connected with tint ly estimated; the largest sum named in lu<) thous- that VV had heeii the aggressors. I opened the door
from his chest or throat. He was hut ill years but in the interior African barbarism holds Take Kail road for the ralitieation of its lease
build up, not demoralize—to protect, not to
w hieh w S' hehiml me ait.I rushed
Dibble was til years old, and has al- sway. 'They differ but little from the. tribes to the Maine Central has been received and telegrapher's strike have succumbed and and dollars.
out, crying "linn
A'- I w .ail out.
destroy—to disenthral, and not to disfran- ofage.
second slug followed, mid
In the judgment of your eommittee it is -afrM der
ways been considered a very careful and that
to work—having become assured that
referred.
gone
chise.
encounters
in
his
central
Livingstone
ami wisest to as-ume that that sum will !>e requir- again passed through mi coat. In the street I
| skilful engineer. Mrs Dibble says that her African travels.
found Noir, who had strength to descend tlie stairs,
the result would be disastrous instead of ed. How shall it l> raised?
Mr. IJplou of Ohio, believed all the
pro- husband expressed great reluctance to
They worship idols and
An honorable and taeetious member of the
\ om- commiitcc are of opinion that it can be and who was dead.
goinnvisions of the bill were necessary and just,
beneficial
to
themselves
In
connection
with
and
I ln*si» ;tiv III*- l:u l> jimj ;»«. f 1 •«
snakes,
on this trip.
raised on the l»onds of the
perform the most ivvolting rites Senate at Augusta, sends his
secured by a
_\ f ;tn>|>nv<l. :iu«I I
and should vote for it.
respects, with tins and other similar movements, one of our mortgage of its road and<'ompany,
look tor prompt amt exriiiiihuv justice lor tin
ol
more
appurtenance*,
superstition.
-Messrs Hawley, ot Illinois, and
the
that
our
of
crime.
request
from
the
and
Asper,
readily
correspondent
acceptably than in any other inode.
An episode in Senatorial life lias
Il will scarcely be credited that the radicals
papers remarks that the city clocks only have
Missouri, also supported the bill
It was not contemplated in the commencement
I'i.izi: D'Fiuviki 11:
recently
[Signed]
eapitol may direct his
sar.se” a portion of
of
thi*
Air Ward, of New York, was surprised at come to light at the National Capital. It is
not
that tie* necessity for placing a
on
a
strike.
enterprise
to
cheat
tlio encounter, tin Marseillais,
after ottering to tlie time at the lower
agreed
Denmark,
propose
Following
said that when President Lincoln’s Louisiana
house, instead of rethe course of Mr. Farnsworth who
mortgage on the road Would ever arise. Had ail
reported bill was before both Houses
St. Thomas, and to pay a million and a
Thursday afternoon «juit<• a company of those who pledged themselves, under their hand*, tin* paper to wltielt Noire was attached, ami
the bill from the committee, and then
cording tin- mediocrity of the Senate. Well,
ofOonorcss, Sen- buy
opposed ators
the Boston Press visited the Miantonomah. to take stock, faithfully redeemed that pledge, tIt. edited Iiv tlio lately exiled Henri Kochcfor!
Sumner and Huckalew met in the lobby, half in gold for this reduced map of Africa, lie ilid discourse once
its provisions.
necessity never would have arisen. l!tu we must
concerning the Belfast now
Air I arnsworth, ot Illinois, replied that he and after comparing notes, discovered that with its barbarous inhabitants. Yet such is member
lying in this port. They were courteous- accept, the ease as it stands; leaving all «ueh to set- uttered Hie most stirring ippeals to the poo
ot that
august body, and the victim
with their own eonscieine* a* best
bad pursued the same course in the House extremes had met, and that they were alike the fact. Last week President
ly received, and delightfullv entertained by tle the mutter
ph- to revenge the murder of their friend
(Jr,ant sent in went round for a week
Nome of them may do so u ithout anv
the sore
to the bill.
Sumner insisted that
they m:i)
'bat he did in the Committee,
exhibiting
favoring the bill opposed
the
officers. They talked with the command- great mental or moral struggle, acting on the old The editor denounces the vv hole lionapai te
to the Senate a treaty for the annexation of
Huckalew
should
make
a speech against it.
with the exception of the provisions relatin'*
spot—like Uncle Toby showing the Widow
maxim that “Corporations haw no sou’s"; of
er, inspected the vessel, looked at
some legal
hut the latter thought that a speech from a llayti, and urged its ratification!
family. He calls them rut throats, who wav
to oaths.
\\ adman where lie was wounded.
course, no co/isc/emv.; Towns an in tie eye of the
Our
Democrat would carry no influence, and lie
lav republicans in the streets and lure them
Air Wood, of New York, was
It would be refreshing to that
had
a
nice
rut
time
ions.
Cor
law.
views,
to
of
the
jin
generally
opposed
part
tricnd who represents Eastern Waldo in the slerescopie
Your
however, find consolation in to death hy hailed
admitting any State with a republican figure in turn insisted that Sumner should speak, country which don’t believe is quite so strong
and returned in the tug Hamlin, which was Iht* faithCommittee,
trap-. He denounces them
that although towns in their corporate
Senate, takes a joke as kindly as he does his
bead but with a rebel backbone.
by all means. Sumner pleaded lack of time, an infusion ot
at their disposal by (Collector capacity have no consciences, they have t>ursts, as rutti m s and assassins
For this his paprt
Sambo, to know where the morning
placed
kindly
Air Uurdett, of Missouri, supported the bill. but peculiarly remarked to Huckalew “if you
of
coffee. With some others il
cup
into which the strong hand of the law will lind its
has 1.. seized utd suppressed.
So says the Advertiser.
Russell.
\\ ho
Ilnehoforl
Air Stevenson, of Ohio, said he would vote will write the speech, 1 will deliver it.” party in power proposes to stop. These gen- is like
and that, the delinquents w ill ultimately be
way,
a
chestnut
burr.
swallowing
to do that which in tin* exercise of com
w as
for the bill. He had no faith in the controll- At 4 o’clock next morning the speech was try have set free the negroes of this
to the press?
elected
a nicnihcr ol the
wouldn’t
romju/feil
lately
belong
('orps
country,
mon honesty they should have done
Things Have Changei*. The New Yorkwillingly Ion- Hegislatit, and
ing element of Virginia. If lie could help it, finished, Huckalew having labored all nioflit. at a tearful cost, and conferred upon them
It is proposed to erect a statue ot Christo:m
exile for fonuei
being
ago.
tie would not trust the State to its Legislature During the day lie quietly slipped the roll of
Kortlit1 reasons statwl. your <'nminitttv rtvnm
all possible privileges. It has
aliases m his Lantenre, the Emperor permit
compelled the Express says when the Democrats were in pher Columbus in some part of the city’, and mum!
under any conditions, but as a practical man, manuscript into Sumner’s hands. The followthat U'gul provision I,o mat In for
ralsim? the ted him to return and lake the seal. On 1 intie would take the best he could get.
ing morning Huckalew was late in arriving white citizens to share with the blacks every- power, twelve years ago, from the top of a meeting in furtherance of the object was 'inn ivi'oro sUito.l, ami in Hi,- mo,|,. I>etv>i'..
sugtf'ihe address.ul the legislature, and in lot
Air Hoar, of Massachusetts, opposed the at the Capitol, and on entering (lie Senate thing except their brains—and it would do Trinity church in that city the following busy held this week at the otlicc of the Italian ft!, am] that lilt* liomi' so isstmti ami so'Iiiti! It. day
liavo
of
he
morlKagtall
found
Mr.
piiveibmce
Sumner
ollui
similar th -1 ter terms alluded to the death ol his'■ de.at
bill, and would oppose all schemes for the Chamber,
occupying that if it were possible Now it is very de- beehives of industry or the smoke from their consul, llov. ClaHiu was elected president mantis Hjmuist this
fompany
friend Noir," (one ..I Ids editors.)
lie said
readmission of Virginia on the evidence which the Senate with a speech against the admis- sirable to know
Voin ('ommittfo l.eg Icav, to
■'
of the corporation and Thomas (i. Appleton
how extensive a programme chimneys might have been seen :
n-port, I'uitlmi
Noir was one of line j.pie. and the people
he had of the disposition and purposes of her sion of Louisiana, which speecli Huckalew
that
Allaire Works, 700 hands, now a ear stable,
among thy original suli'crilmis for Monk th.-rt’ i
we
are
asked
to
enter upon.
his murderer,who
chairman of the executive committee.
Are we to take Eton
aiv 'milt ot limilfd
though cousin
people He considered the paper guarantees soon recognized as the same he handed to
Works, non hands, shut up. Neptune Works,
pmmiury ability, hut whoso should judge
Sumner the day before.
in the bill as a snare and a deelnsion
Stunner, in the Ethiopia, Congo and Dahomey next ? Please, oOU hands, shut up. Novelty Works, SO0 hands,
Madam 1‘arepu Rosa, with her splendid hran- aro liouml up in the enterprise1. siraitonotl to the Klilpei'or.must not he allowed to escape
somowhat in their linaiiees,
short interval, had committed the whole
will be omnp. lied The Emperor’s prime minister, M
Olliver.
South Brooklyn Works, liquidating.
Several members obtained leave to
print
gentleman of the radical persuasion let us liquidating.
English Opera Troupe, have met with a very It) look ihroatl for the means they
4 niton Works, ceased to exist.
to enable them to Inl
for the government
lie promised
their speohes on the subject.
replied
speech to memory. Mr. Hamlin, passing know how much
till
their
to
pay for their 'took snh'orili- that they should have
The Morgan Works and the Delamater enthusiastic reception in Boston this week. ed lor. obligation'
nigger we are expected to
Air Schumaker, of New York, advocated the Buckalcw’s seat at thatime, remarked, “Sumjustice, and in the
swallow what new conception Sister Sum \\ oi ks
are to remain another week.
ner is talking sense for once in his life.”
unconditional restoration of Virginia.
their certiticate of stock, pledged a* se- course ol his speech In- used these word'.
They
Cp.m
To-night
than
half
the
less
numto-day employ
« urii\
Air Stiles, ot Penn., gave his reasons
they will tind no difficulty in raising the “Wit are justice, law, moderation; if you
ner is about to bring forth.
were to have given Maritana, but the
ber ol men
why
lumi* necessary to enable them to
they employed when till these they
nay the balance force us, we will he power."
he should vote for the unconditional restoraA correspondent writes us that "the quiet
arrival ot news of the sudden death in Eng- due on their assessment.
rival works were crowded and
pro\ ided tin y can give
I h..‘ tuner il ol Noir was attended hv an
prosperous.
tion of Virginia.
with such pledge the assurance that their stock will
town ot Jefferson has been thrown into conThe Augusta correspondent of the Ells- And these
immense concourse, estimated at one hundred
are the business inheritances of land of Madam Rosa’s mother prevented her not bt
Mr Logan of 111., taking the ten rWnutes siderable excitement lately
in value by future pledge or
depreciated
the discovery worth American
by
singing, and the opera was accordingly mortgage of the road; this can be elfeetcd by giv thousand people. The old Marsellais wnsays that some towns that Radical government in time of
allowed, explained his position on the bill. on one of the mountains of what is believed
peace.
changed to the Bohemian tlirl. Next week dig to them in conned ion w ith their eertifi. am a!j sung, and Itoehelort cheered. As we said,
were to receive
He intended to vote on the amendment offerarc
Equalization
Bonds,
be
coal.
to
were
sent
to
Specimens
by many
The Camden Herald says the following is they are to give Halle’s new opera, “The born! a* collateral security for the repayment of the 1 the times are stormy, and may lie disastrous
ed by Mr Bingham, of Ohio, to admit Virgin- Boston, Rockland, ami other
amount by them invested, as shown by their cert diplaces, to he ex- found to be indebted to the State, and that tlie number
to the Emperor.
Hut it must lie remembered
of casks of lime made in that Puritan’s Daughter,” which has been so suc- lute " itli a
ia without conditions, and if he could not got amined and they are
to
he
hard the bonds to the amount ol the indebtedness
mortgage, as before recommended, in
pronounced
town during the last year:
cessfully sung in Europe.
the troops, whose attachment the Fin
case of the issue of Itouds to raise th*' IbO thousand I that
that, he would take the next best thing he coal. A company was immediately formed,
thi“
be
eminent
are to
withheld. The following towns
Fechter,
With their certificate, and bond and mortgage peror has assiduously cultivated, will
English actor, is
Carleton, Norwood A Co..
50,000
could get for accomplishing her admission.
prolvi
and during the few days they have been at
Cole, Richards A Co.,
27,200
shortly expected here. He comes backed up accompanying, tin* necessary funds can be readily j hlv stand by Him. If they do, the fortitica
in Hancock Co. are owing—
Air Tillman, of Tenn., explained his posi- work they have obtained a hundred
A.
Martin
raised.
10.400
No wrong will !»e done thereby, and the tions ot
& Co.,
weight
a tremendous part' from Dickens, and
by
the
laeilities
tion to be in favor of imposing conditions.
for
uiov ing troop'
i’aris,
Amherst. #1.200; Deer Isle, $400; Aurora, #soo:
of coal. The excitement runs high, and real
Men-man A Shepherd,
32,385
much is expected of him. He is to be sup- < 'ompany will sutler no prejudice IheivfVom, as
Mr. Bingham, of Ohio, advocated the estate in the
J. 4. Simoiitun A Co.,
such tMinds would be second ill order lo the bond* hy suhterraneaii roads, and the impossibility
10,510
has taken a rapid Gouldslmro, #2,100; Brooksville, $000; Verona,
neighborhood
Miss
l,e
and
Mr
L.
R.
liluehill,
ported
by
of barricades with the present pavements m
it.
Ceiipic
$SOO;
#2,000; .Sedgwick, #1,000: lincksherein before provided for
22.000
amendment which he had offered, providing rise. It is to be
Burgos -.
hoped that the expectations port.$S00; Tremont, #4.4000; Swans Lie, #1.200Shewell, formerly leading man it flic Boston
As no distinction of person-can well !»,- made, the streets, w ill ivnd.
the imperial ascendfor the unconditional admission of Virginia. of the
people will be realized. [Me. Farmer. No. 7, #200.
the
Total casks,
Museum.
<aine
bond-,
or
Pkr<
n
if
it
be
... termed.
177,501
security,
may
ancy secure.
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instance ol astounding liberality shines in the
of the divorce-seeking woman, in Columbus,
who stated in c ourt that she didn't object to a
moderate amount of sinning, but her husband
u asn't one of the moderate sort.

Bn.i ast Gas Co. The annual meeting of this
B. Swan,
corporation took place on Monday. A\
AV. it. l’oor, N. 1’. Houston, Asa A. nowes and
AV.
( has. B. Hazeltine were re-chosen directors.

lhiring a rec ent session of the Supreme Court,
this city, a young lady w as seen seated at a table,
industriously taking note'- of the testimony. She
a
Mis> Abby Pulcifer. daughter of the' Court Kerter, and has just been appointed, by. Judge
P mforth, stenographer to hi- court at \orridgewock.
t hat i- a true example of woman's rights.

B. Swan was made President, ,T. II. Quimby
and Treasurer, and Albion K. Pierce, SuperintendA dividend of six per cent, payable Jan. 17.
ent.
The affairs of the company have
was declared.
I,ecu very prosperous under the superintendence
the supply of gas constant and the
of Mr.

An

or

Clerk

■

Pierce,

The price per thousand feet is
afforded by any companies In the state,
save Portland and Bangor—the former being less
..part.
by 2.3 cents and the latter by live cents per thousand,
li any verv small bov ask- what fruit i- like'the
'faking into account the amount of light furnished,
of tin Cnited State
Naval Academy. tell him
there is no doubt that Belfast has the cheapest gas
i-.
Adv.
apple
[Portland
light in the state.
what
fruit
is
like
An 1 it au\ gir! want- to know
The exhibition by the Miuistrel Troupe last
tni-lratrd runaway nialrii, trll her a eau't-elope.

.juality

Vermont dog rha<rd a deer for thirty hours,
thrv both dropped dead at last not ten feet

\
ill

low

as

’excellent.
as

■

■

week, was exceedingly good. AVe have seen less
meritorious ones by the Morrises and Buckleys.
Some neat parodies on the late entertainment by
the
societies were given. “Love among the

little jir! looking at a picture of Eve in a Bos_rallrr\. v iaimed. “u, mother. I should think
v\ t,in .:i >s enild he* afraid of the* grasshoppers."

\
oi

mi

Mi.

1.

ook.- elmi-e-h has

(

religious

dismissed him—

roses," was represented by a dry goods box on
with
trucks, labelled “Freedmen's Bureau." tilled

late to pre\ ent mischief.

v r

three- n»bhrr> were entering the bouse of Mr.
''ltiith. at Louisville. Ky.. lie tired upon them
•
eloiihle barrelled -hot gun. One of the roba
in-tantly killed and another injured fatally
.old robber a—aultrd Mrs. Smith, fracturing
o m.
I!• also badly wounded a child.

\

colored pussons eating gingerbread and candy—the
ebony ettpids that hauled the affair having dried
codfish for wings. Bones of the company was
specially accomplished—his solo imitating a drum
The
a splendid performance of the kind.

being

\\ aid !»•••• In-r's salary has bee'u increased

hi

also full of relinking fun and
Jc ,000 a \ rai
stump speech
hits. The company will, we learn, give enP 1 ring' a tine starlight evening lately, a juvenile local
and we be11 |i>-oplirr. alba a silent and
profound scrutiny of tertainments in the neighboring towns,
ir iM ii-, a-ked hi- mother
abruptly whe re the speak for them favorable receptions.
ei
eame from.
Mamma replied. I don't know,
The crop of fools is perennial. A postmaster in
Willi‘Yes, you elo too."
No. Willie, l don't
know when tin- -tar- conic' from. ‘Well you bet 1 one ot our back towns received a circular from
1’he iiio-m laid ’em.'
Wogan A Go., 73 Nassau street. New A ork, otterIii.
ii■'i \V:«> so strong, ill a recent western ing for live dollars, to be paid on delivery of the
ltd.. ! hat I!
litered t lie bung-hole of all elllptj article by express, to send a watch that could not
i 1 i• w out both heads.
be told from gold
Desiring to ornament his perwas

•*

els

\

i

iii!«
i

ii

\\

oi

on
1

!

it

;

that cheap rate, the confiding official sent his
Last week he found at the express office in
this city, a box for him.
Laying out his money,
according to the inexorable G. O. I), rule, lie open-

..

order.

imsi

c/

airs ha

iiin

again become a motliwill try the woes of the ed his package, and found, done up in a newspaper,
ot Maud Charlotte Mary " lump afhuiil.' lie wants to interview Wogan

■

name

\ ii'loria.

& Go.

Mi in-

.iii

lie |

ineiit

iv

ook
■'

in.'hand agreed to leave his wife upoi -even dollar'.
She mortgaged
oel paid nim.

-iio

t<>

•'

Noiu

C:>la\.

have

The Prog. Age says that an engineer of the
Maim Central, who examined our road, finds
“some things to be undone in the matter of grading

Fat Man's < invention next
who Weigh |,s. than 2«HI are to be
a

It is the best piece
a humbug.
and bridging."
of railroad in Maine, and the bridging and stonework cannot be excelled. There was an engineer
in the interest of the Central ltoad. who made a
All

limited.
! he

giants continues

-t

to be
The
hiinn-ue l'nue.s ot the dili iii'!,, announces the untrilling of two human skcMons at Potosi. A\'i-.
e,
fellow w as
1-L* feet
big eomii""1
-1'1 h
Tt- add to the interest, each
'O
111• 11d-■
has a double set of teeth. With
civ toiiud many arrow heads and
strange

1

moi

good.

trip

'iiihiiiL1 \\ eslem

('moil telegraph operators

»rk again

w

if If W'all, a prominent eili/.eii of St.
Ceorge,
1 b-w
Ia
since, aged ii years, lie lets reiii«-d the town in the legislaimv and also been

■

-iinty eoiniuissoner.

•

a

to

tgii.iiu

't ling is to he called
laves on the tithes

'.one

upon for internal
paid into the Mormon

h> tile faithful.

asm \

Age.

ih n;\ W ard Beecher's
salary was recently ad<need from spi.imo p, #20,0<w> a vour, and he
Hadn’t take it.
Think of that, for disinterested
>
vice of the Lord !

At tlie house of

was

Of « Hh;t has issued a proapi
a
'ioji
iaiiiiiiig that the Spanish authority is
"i"U ir-« slablishiueiit all oyer
the island.
11.
•Tru«* Story of Mrs.
n>

1

mo

a

o

iici

a;

that

.Sliaksjieare was in Ur* habit of muriierl.iirying till.in in his N.inlcn, anil

"I-- lal hia 1 lii*ir

■1

I i

labors

as

his

own.

a
'•

'•

..I this, ami tin- knowli
ilge rmhilteivil
" aslilim n lia- t ho j.-iiii j>11li t for sale.

■

thii'li

work. There was a mau’s temper and quarter of
beef spoiled at a blow.

ili'li.Raf 'sto lhe Fat M ,n's
hi ion atJLowislon. Stair
patronage ilm- ii.

ir

■

Tbe police ottieer is discharged too early from his
■tation on the corner of Main and High streets. The
rowdies hold high carnival after nine o’clock. On

m-

Pickard, of North Brookfield. Mas*., a
over seventy year* of
age, is now on his vvav

loan

\

i'ii

il

If

>i*

lralia

it.

a

i, a. h the Australians the art of mahfactories, as practiced in New Liwn

Tuesday night,

from 9 o'clock till midnight, there
pandemonium let loose there. Three different
lights occurred on Main street, in one of which a
11
'I Hint Mr. >1:114', tin- radical
pul,lie man
was knocked through a window of the AmeriI'iutcj at WashiiigUui, lias
clapped his hand- on
can House.
u-idcrable plunder iu his
h«

>

s,

in

i fliti.

was

|

j

department.

Belfast has

mysterious female who writes
anonymous letters to men, accusing them of alt
their mh>, and more too. The bachelors laugh at
lii ltast wauls a breakwater for its
harbor, which Hie effusions, hut the married men, especially those
somewhat exposed in south-e isteliv
gales. She whose wives have got hold of the documents, think
'aIII to have it. tor tin* port is her,mil lie one of no
it a very serious matter. The boys say they don’t
-mall importance. [Portland
Argus.
see bow she knows s,, much, “unless she lias been
I!" President
11,. girl, employed iu the
Treasury Dopurtmenl,
H a.iungton, an- known among lie beaux aHoi cniie < utters."

-|l"

mad,,

! is

o!

fashion

nan

has received a suit of clothes from
Siberian furs, and cut in the SiWliat position .Iocs the sender

a

there”!
On

.Sunday morning, the steps of the lodgings
(A r^up,.
occupied
by three bachelors on Church street was
,
U*iitl th<* north pole.
made attractive by a raisin box, containing a rag
I lie commander of the
Swatara. just arrived at baby, with a label attached saying that liie paternity
"
’'"'k
Aspmwall, telegraphs to the Navy
Department, that on tin- passage, in lat. 34 38N., thereof belonged to the trio, either collectively or
'-11 II
lie came upon a wrecked schooner individually. They' all deny having liad any affair
”'ut tin\ ton-, on whose stern
was painted the with a rag-bag.
herryueld." He sunk the wreck to prei.i I'-sselOn Wednesday, Mr. (^itiniby, of the Savings
running upon her at night.
Bank, showed us a pansy, in full bloom, which he
l’1'" l:,u'sl ;t'id most curious
larceny is the steal- picked that
day in his garden. Also a lilac branch
horse lroin a freight train on the
Eastern with
buds ready to hurst. Think of
..ad. which was
that^for the
done.
actually
19Lh of January 1
1
'’''"K- Age discovers that a prominentgeiilluMr. Livingston, of the firm of Perkins, Livings10 .11 of M old"
County is about to lie
jiiT'

■'

*

..

■

a

married, and
-peaks of him as going "to the ullrrit is
lioiied
won't do it. I,ui
appear instead al the altar,
'Inch is unite a different
operation.

I he Ellsworth American
-ays that the gold digis
at Dnrgau's Cove,
Tremonl, have suspended'
Nicii c\ea> all.>ns for lie
present.
'i’hcv have
ccl.si ., t.ml,ling "vc, lli.ii hole, and
charge an
"tmission fee to the curious.

humori-t al i,cs Moines put a litter of
pups inII wasn’t discovered until
die tauiih began to hark.
\

neighbor's well, and

a

f.ider Peek,

the

great radical financier, is
the M ater Hoard” of that
city,
will, the pleasant
salary of StlAOtl. That isn't
e.|ual to Neal How's profits realized from Bradisli
iolnisou’s silver ware.

topographer

to

I lie little
girl who went to limit for eggs and
'Olid none, "lint saw lots of liens
standing round
"‘l0“"s
,,lis <'i,.v-

i"imi d”ll",S’

[Kennebec

Co., of New Vork, is in our city, negotiating
witli the railroad directors for iron. They represent a heavy English manufacturing firm.
ton

The

drizzly, foggy weather continues. Every
(snow-storm is followed by a rain which leaves the
ground bare. The days
January. Business men
A tool-box,
broken open
stolen.
shovels

on
on

In their

along

are

more

like April than

The alarm of fire ou Thursday afternoon,
the high wind, came from the New
where it caught beside
damage done.

during
England House,

one

of the chenineys.

No

Sudden and painful sittings down in the streets
have been amongthe exercises of late. Fortunate
are the wicked who can stand on
slippery places.

>

ten per cent, for 1-sou.

He- democrats of
Middletown, Conn, have just
elected their town officers for the
first time for
'fveral year*.
'-"lull

<

’and iua negro claims fiAOUO
damages for
thmi a ladies’ear on the ttiehmoiul
liaili uud.

-mg ejeeird
‘•"l I »:UI\ lilt*

A FREE FIGHT.
In wisio.v, Jan. 17. In New Sharon Satiiialay last while John Fletcher, a constable
■'all a posse was
trying to arrest, Ezekiel Tolotau lor
debt, an affray occurred between the
posse and a number of
persons aiding Tolman in
resisting arrest. In the affray John
a
lolman,
brother ot Ezekiel, attacked
1
her with a tire
shovel when Fletcher lir\‘s I*lst°l, the ball taking effect in Tol.u.in
gioin, and he died in 20 minutes.
■

The Melbourne
(Australia)
horrible massacre
at
i-

Vs
Melbourne,

Fiji.

Argus

reports
A Mr. Eattin

,wa" l-'.nnerly a store-keeper
slopped about 280 natives

had

board the French barque Morea.
Their
Ultimate
destination was, it is
believed,
‘Queensland; but it seems the islanders rose
lliass‘“ and
mercilessly killed every white
man on board with the
exception of the mate
I hey then
jumped overboard with the intonnon ot
swimming on shore, but only 3(j
leached the land, 253
having, it is supposed
been drowned.

on

forte

tuning by

J. W.

Wheeler, in

another column

of tli is paper.

There Is

rumor, said to be well founded, that
the clerk of the weather lias become insane.
a

The Rev. Mr. Cook, of New York,’whose
with a pet lamb of his lloek is
narrated in an article on the outside ot this

elopement

LUMBERMEN!

partially stunned,

CONSOLIDATION OF RAILROADS.
The bill introduced into the State Senate is
rather general in its nature, providing that
any railroad in this State, or connected with
the lines of this State in any degree, may
consolidate into one corporation.
It gives
the board of directors of such corporations
authority to enter into an agreement under
their respective corporation seals, prescribing the terms and conditions thereof. This
agreement is not to hind the corporations
until it is sanctioned by a majority vote of
the stock-holders. The new corporation is
to have all the powers,
privileges and Immunities of each of the corporations of which
it Is Composed, with the right to lease other
railroads, and be subject to all ilie legal obligations resting upon either of them. Such
corporations consolidating are not dissolved
but merged into the new corporation,
'i'lio
rights of creditors of any corporation are not
to be impaired by consolidation, and all contracts, rights anti remedies existing at the
date of consolidation may be enforced. Any
railroad corporation of this State whose road
is connected with one or more railroads
wholly without the Stale may consolidate
therewith, providing any railroad corporation organized under the provisions of this
act shall have its principal place of business
in Maine, and a majority of its directors
shall at all times be citizens of this State;
and provided also, that nothing herein shall
be so construed as to prevent the
Legislature
from passing such general laws in relation to
railroads as may be necessary to prevent
abuses, and as the public safety" may require.
Nor shall any corporation organized under
the provisions hereof be authorized to increase the general
aggregate of its rates for
freight or fare above the general rates of the
Maine Central and Portland and Kennebec
railroads as existing Jan. 1,1870, without
consent ol the Legislature.
Any corporation formed under this act is to have the
to
right
mortgage its railroad, franchise
and property to secure payment of any bonds
or other
obligations created or amassed by it.
There will be no doubt a hard struggle upon this question, but the
general opinion
seems to be that the measure of which this is
an outline, or
something very similar will be

adopted.
In speculating upon this subject the Augusta correspondence of the Portland Advertiser
says:

and
fact have agreed upon a satisfactory tariff and time-table, (lov. Chamberlain expresses some doubt whether their
authority in these particulars is so absolute

as

they regard it,

but

practicallv.

no

doubt,

it is complete. That is to say, their interest
is so far coincident with the
interests of the
general public, that their rates and arrangements will sufficiently, suit the
public convenience to prevent any direct interference of the
legislature if such interference were possible.
But though greater economy in
management
and convenience in the arrangement of trains
and shipment of goods might thus he accomplished, ihe companies would nevertheless be
bidding against each other in the money
market and neither could offer the same security as both combined.
“It is on this ground that an act to
permit
their consolidation into one
strong company
will be asked of the Legislature. Such a law
will of course permit a consolidation of all
the lines from Portland to St. John and Halifax, and there is talk here of such a consolidation and of a change of
gauge on the Maine
Central and the European &' North American
lines. This however is, hitherto at least,
mere speculation,
though of course a general
law would leave the door open for’sueh a
consolidation, and the Legislature is bound to
take that possibility' into consideration.

paper, lias returned. Miss Johnson lias also
been found by her parents, and is at home.
They went to Philadelphia and returned, but
lie asserts that
nothing improper occurred.
I he Reverend
gentleman was so moved to
wrath by an article in the World
relating to [Bangor Whig.
himself, that he went to the office
paper and committed an assault on one of
A Beautiful Comparison.
the. editors, lie was locked
Hev. T.
up by the police. Dewitt
Tallmage, now of Brooklyn, dosed :i
sermon as follows—
HANGING OF A NEGRO.
Seated at a country fireside, the other
day,
New York, Jan. 17.
I saw the lire kindle, blaze, and go out, and
Detailed accounts of the
I
from
of
the
the
hearth
hanging
gathered up
enough for
negro Lewis Hines, at Tarboro, North Caro- many reflections. Our mortal life is just like
lina, last Friday for rape, state that he refus- the fire on the hearth. We
put on the fresh
ed to confess his guilt, that a
negro preacher faggots and the flame burst through, and up,
stood by his side as ho was about to be huno- and
out, gay of sparkle, gay of flash, gay of
and warned the crowd to profit
by the punish- crackle—emblems of boyhood. Then the fire
ment of the criminal; that after the
trap fell reddens into coals. The heat is fiercer, and
Hines caught hold of the rope and hoisted the more it is
stirred, the more it reddens.
himself back to the platform when the Sheriff With
sweep of flame it clears its way till all
pushed him back again and his hanging be- the hearth glows with the
intensity emcame a success.
blem of full manhood. Then comes a whiteness in the coals.
The heat lessens.
The
The Governor of Ohio has
pardoned a man flickering shadows have died along the walls.
convicted of manslaughter, on condition of The
faggots drop apart. The household hol
his taking the temperance
pledge. At first er over the expiring embers. The last breath
the fellow' thought he would prefer to
stay, of smoke has been lost in the chimney. Fire
but finally accepted the condition.
is out. Shovel up the white remains. Ashes!

of°that

—

New

York,

A Startling truth ! Thousands die annually
from neglected coughs and colds, which soon ripen
into consumption, or other equally fatal diseases of
tin.* lungs; when by the timely use ot a single bottle of Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry their
lives could have been preserved to a green old age.
If my darling boy must have Whooping Cough, I
am thankful that Dr. Warren’s Balsam can he had,
lor it will give immediate relief and will euro
croup
at

once

I'UII Et (X'ttHEIT.

IIEU’AST
t’OKKKOTKl)
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FOR THE

of the firm in

r

firm of

lour,
Meal,
ltyc Meat,
Kyo,
Com,

$7.00 to

12
0.00
0.00
0.00
o.oo
0.00
Bailey,
3.00
Beaus,
Marrowfat I’eas.l.oOto 00
00 to 05
Oats,
15 to
50
Potatoes,
Dried Apples,
12 to
11
do.
75
to
1.00
Oookiug,
33 to 35
Butter,
20 to 22
Cheese,
33 to
oo
Hggs,
22 to 21
laird,
8 to
10
Beef,
Apples, Baldwin, 1.25 to 1.75
o to
V eal,
oo
S to 10
Dry Cod

Com

1.35
1.75
1.00
1.20
SO
2.25

to
to
to
to
to
to

Hound Hog,

to
to
to
to

07
OS
22
15

Turkeys,per lb,
Chickens, per lb,
Ducks, per lb,
to^20
to 10
Geese,
$10 to 20
Haypertou,
Lime,
$1.50 to 00
Washed

Wool,
Unwashed Wool,
Pulled

Uido9,

Wool,

CalfSkins,
Sheep Skins,
Wood, hard,

Wood, soit,
Dry Pollock,
| Straw,

35 to 40
25 to 30
40 to 00
7 to 00
10 to 00
75 to $1
$0.00 to 7
$4.00 too
5 to 0
$8 to 10

BENJAMIN MOODY.

Witness— Ui>tox Tkeat.
Doc. 29,1809,

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday, Jan.

17.
Butter .sells
readily enough at lull
Wo quote good Vermont and
New York
dairies at 35a37c per lb with an occasional sale of
Butter at 40c and upward; common daitine fall
ries at 2Sa31c; Canada at30a35c; Western at 2lJa30 for
good,and 23a24c for inferior; bakers’ 2la22c per lb.
EGGS—'The market is well supplied, and prices are
weak at 37c per doz.
BEANS—The market is dull at quotations. We
quote hand picked mediums at $2 25; common do $l 75a
2; choice Western Pea Beans at $2 75 common do ut
$2 12a2 37 per bush. Canada Peas $1 40i.l 55 per bush,
POULTRY—The demand is fully equal to the
supply,
and prices for choice Chickens and Turkeys are nr m
Good Western Turkeys sell at 20a22c, and choice Chic kens at 23u27c ; common fowls and
Turkeys sell at 15a18o;
Geese at 12al5c per lb.
FRESH MEATS—There is not an abundant supply of
Beef in the market to-day, and prices remain without
special change, although trade is not active. Frozen
Mutton sells at low prices, but good carcasses and choice
Lambs are scarce and wanted. Dressed Hogs are in fair
supply at 12 1-2a 13 1 4c per lb. We quote Eastern Beef
atNallcbythe side; Chicago do 7ullc; Lamb 8allc per

WINTER
at

SPECIAL NOTICES.

On the
terms,

latf

Wharfage

and

Storage,

principal Wharf

in the

harbor,

inquire ol

w

at reasonable

II. NIM1-SOIV.

Northport,

ROW

Boo. O.

1

Belfast,

Dec.

14,

THE MOST FASHIONABLE

I

ROOMS

interest

a ( Aim.
Mrs. K. II. HKVNOLDS desires to return her
heartfelt thanks to the ladies and gentlemen who so
kindly
assisted at her recent benetit, to the public who so
generously gave their patronage, and, in a word to all her
kind and generous friends who on that occasion so
man
ifested their friendship. She wishes them all
happiness
and prosperity.
Belfast, Jan. IS, 1S70.

TO DEPOSIT.

is a penny earned."

on or

before

the 1st of December

April,

or

placed

will be

the 1st of each month.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room, from t
to 12 A. M., and 2 to4P. M
Saturdays from 9to 12 A.3d
JOHN II. QUTMBY; Tieas.
ASA FAU NCE, Prcst
Belfast, Nov. 15, 1809.
upon

on

BANKRUPTCY

NOTICES.

IN THE STATE

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY

refurnished his

having wholly
JCACCIOLA
SHAVING
HAIll.DRESSING
AND

ROOMS

Main and High streets,(up stairs)over Dr. Moody’s
Drug Store, would call the attention ot the public to the
changes ami improvements he has made.

corner

Bay Rum free to

all-1

Clean Towel to every customer.
Rich and Poor served alike.
Neatness and Dispatch is our motto.
Special attention given to Ladies’and Children's work.
full assortment of Perfumes, Hair, Oil and Pom
and American, and all Fancy Goods of the
constantly on hand. Prices to suit the times.
us
a cali.
Satisfaction warranted. hememWGive
her—J. CACCIO LA’S Fashionable Hair Dressing
corner
Main
and High streets, (up stairs) over
Rooms,
Dr. Moody’s Drug Store.
3mos24
A

ades, foreign
trade

EXCELSIOR'
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

next Court of

Count?
Bankruptcy,
be held
THEWaldo,I*. will
Belfast, February 22, la7u,
M.
PETEK
for the

at

2

o’clock,

Belfast. Dec. 31, i860.

ot
at

TUACHKK.
Register 5th District, Maine.

tl2i

District Court of the United /
States. Districted Maine.
{

1

UNK1U

In the matter of
\ ID B. NEWTON,

LLEWELLYN EMERY and DA
(Emery & Newton, Bankrupts.
rroiIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that pursuant to an or
jL der of Court, the second meeting of the creditors
oi said Bankrupts, will be held before Peter Thacher
one of the Registers in Bankruptcy, in said District, at
his office in Belfast, to wit, at the office of the Register
ol Probate, In said Belfast, on the 22d day of
February
A. D. 1870, at 2 o’clock, P. M., for the purpose named in
the 27th section of the Bankrupt Act of March 2, lu*>7.
Dated at Bangor, in the County of Penobscot, in s.wJ
District, January 10, A. D. l&7o,
2W27
WHITING S. CLARK, Assignee.

THE

District Court of the United ) v
v,.
lN BANkBI
s
States. District of Maine.

1

v

the matter of CHARLES W. GATES, (Bankrupt
rnms IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition haNEW YORK
1. been presented to the Court this thirtieth day of No
vember, A. D. 1868, by Charles W. Gates, of Machi.is
OtKce liii. Wi fl iiliain Mtreci
port, in said District, a Bankrupt, praying that in- might
be decreed to have a full discharge lrom all his debts,
TINHIS Company issues all kiuds ot Idle and Endow
provable under the Bankrupt Act, upon which an Ordu
X- nient Insurance Policies. Especial attention is ol Notice in the Machias Republican and the Rockland
Free Press, issued, returnable belore the Court in Port
called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
by this Company, by which after the payment of live or land, on the first Monday of May, A. D. i860, which of
more annual premiums, they may be converted into An- der [has not been complied with, and it now appearing
nuities.
upon the further petition of said Gates, that tin- failur.
This provision is in addition to the ordinary non-for- so to comply was from no fault or uegleet of his own
leiting character ol the Policies ot this or any other but was solely in consequence of the neglect of the per
Company. Policy holders participate in the profits of son whom he had employed to attend to the publication
the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, for the of said Order of Notice; upon now reading suld Peli
tion for Discharge, anew,
payment ol renewal premiums,
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be hud
Dividends applied at the option ol the assured.
No restriction upon residence or travel in the United upou the same, on the first Monday ol March A. D
before the Court in Portland, in said District, at
1870,
States or Europe.
SAMUEL T. HOWARD,
lo o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published
President.
in the Machias Republican and the Republican Jour
J. I. WATTS. General Agent, South Rrooks, Me.
nal, newspapers printed in said District, once u
week for three weeks, and that all creditors who have
Charles Austin, ]
l*i1 kton Foster,
proved their debts and other persons in interest, may .q
|
at said time and place and show cause, If any tie >
Fred Cushm an,
)• Special Agents.
ave, why the prayer of said Petition should not l>.
Gko. Mavo,
I
WM. P. PREBLE,
granted.
Fred Pm her,
21
J
lu

gear

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

3w2?
Clerk of District Court for said District.
IDISTRICT COl' RT OK THE UNITED
States. State oi Maine.

( In Banmu

j

i-ri v.

JAMES LANCASTER. Bankrupt.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a petition has been
presented to the Court, this fifteenth day of Juuu
ary. A. 1>. 1870, by James Lancaster of Northport, m
said District, a Baukrupt, praying that lie may be dr
creed to have a lull discharge lrom all his debts, prova
ble under the Bankrupt Act, individually, and as a purt
uer in the firm of J. and J. A. Lancaster, the other
member whereof was John A. Lancaster, and also as »
partner in the firm of H. N. Lancaster and Company,
James Lancaster and Company and James Lancaster,
In the mutter of

Till.

iBSoTGUN^io
eaekee*!^
Cf i BEStJN

THE

WORLD:t>)

Now York Office 27 BEEKMAN ST.

the other member wheieof

was

Huniphery

ter; and upon reading said petition,
It is Oudkked by the Court that

N. L an car-

hearing

be had
upon the same on the first Monday of March, A. 1».
1870, before the Court in Portland, In said District, at 1
o’clock, A. M,, and that notice thereof be published It.
the Rockland Free Press and the Republican Journa 1
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three weeks, and that ail creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at
said time and place, and shew cause, if any they have
why the prayer of said petition should not be
WM. P. PREBLE,
3wli8
Clerk of District Court for said District
a

■

Mortgagee’s Notice.

.

PAINT

'rpm:
j

W A It E
|I

SELECTED STOCK, OF THE REST IN
THE MARKET.

PORK. BEEF. LARD AND FLOUR.
A choice lot of the common and
extra grades, that
we will
warrant to give satisfaction both as to price
and quality.
Conn try pro-

UNDERSIGNED, EDWARD AVERY, of
Prospect, in the County of Waldo, and WILLIAM
W. NUTTER of Corinna, in the County of Penobscot,
hereby give public notice that they claim the following
described land, situate in Prospect, in said County of
Waldo, to wit: Beginning at the old Barnes wharf, so
called, on the bank of Penobscot River at the south-east
corner of James Ridley’s land, and running
westwardly
about 80 rods on the line of said Ridley’s land, to the
road leading from Cyrus Sherburns to Bueksport Ferry;
thence southerly on the line of said road to land owned
be Eleazer Seavey; thence easterly on the line of said
Seavey’s land to Penobscot River; thence northerly on
the bank of said River at low water mark to the place
of beginning, containing 40 acres more or less, excepting the piece sold to Alfred Chase, in 1842. containing
about lu acres, by virtue of a mortgage deed from Francis Worcester and Abby Worcester to them dated December 2, 18157. recorded in the Registry of Deeds for
Waldo County, book 180, page 20'b That the condition
in said mortgage deed has Ijeen and now is broken,
wherefore they claim a foreclosure of the samew
EDWARD AVERY.
WILLIAM W. NUTTER.
By N. II. Hubisahd, their Attorney.
3w2S
January 18, 1870.

PROBATE NOTICES.
a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor t
Countv of Waldo,on the second Tuesday ol Jauuar
A. D. 1870,
L. BLANCHARD named Executor in a cer
tain instrument purporting to be the last will an 1
testament of Melinda 8. Blanchard, late of Stockton,in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented the

At

EZRA

same lor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Ezra L. give notice to ali
persons Interested
causing a copy of this order to b
in the Republican
published three weeks
.Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at *
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, withiu and tor said
County, on the second Tuesday of February next.at ten ul
the clock before noon, and shew cause, 11 any
have,
why the same should not be proved,approved and allowed
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Field, Register, 3w28

by

To the Honorable
Waldo:

Judge

of Probate for the

County

ot

G RE ELY' guardian ot Rufus Turner, minor
heir of Woodman Turner, late of Palermo, in said
To the Honorable, the Supreme Judicial Court County, deceased, respectfully represents that said miiioi
is seized ot a certain
of land, situate iu said Panext to be holden at Rockland in and
for the lermo, and consisting parcel
of one-third part ol about 5o acres
County of Knox, on the fourth Tuesday of and known as the Homestead of said deceased, subject
to the widow’s right of dower therein.
September, A. D. 1869.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to grant
It. BROWN, of Rockland, in the County
him a license to sell and convey said real estate ol said

JOHN

HANNAH

MANSFIELD,

successively

they

of Knox, wife of David Brown,
formerly of said minor, (including the reversion ol the widow s dower
Rockland, now -, respectfully libels and gives this
at public auction.
JOHN GKKELY.
Honorable Court to be informed, that her maiden name thereon,)
was Hannah B. Spear, of Rockland
aforesaid, that she At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and forth
was lawfully married to the said David Brown, at ThomCounty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol Januarv
EBIC AI ILll’KINATION! aston, Maine, by Rev.-Fernald, on
A. L>. 1870.
the-day of
-A. D. 1800, that after intermarriage they lived tothe foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the pi t
TUB NEW YORK
gether as husband and wife, at said Rockland, three
tiouer
notice to ali persons interested, b>
years—that your libellant since their intermarriage has causing a copygive
ot said petition, with this order thereon
always behaved herself as a faithful, chaste and affec- to be
weeks successively in the Rt-publ.
three
published
tionate wife toward the said libellee; but that the said
can Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may
David Brown, wholly regardless of his mairied coven250 CONGRESS ST., Portland, Me.
a
at
Probate
Court, to be held at the Probate
ants and duty, at said Rockland, oii or about the nine- appear
ut
and staples, Agents tor the teenth day of August, A. D. 1803, without reasonable Ollice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday
next, at ten o’clock in the lorenoon, and shew
State of Maine.
We have just arrived in cause,
deserted your libellant and absented February
willfully
il any they have, why the same should not bo
cause,
PORTLAND with a full supply of the celebrated hlmsoH from the State. It being'a period of more than
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
granted.
UNIVERSITY MEDICINES. These Cura- three successive years, he has utterly refused and
negA true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3wjs
tives are the favorite prescriptions of the New York lected for the support of your lebellant, who has mainMedical University. What may seem almost incredible tained herself by personal exertions and laboured at sersubscriber hereby gives public notice to all conis the astonishing rapidity with which they cure dis- vice, having no other property or means of
support.
eases hitherto considered incurable.
A valuable Book
cerned, that he has been duly appointed and taken
Wherefore, she prays that in as much as there is no
free, containing important Physiological information collusion between these parties to procure a divorce upon hinisclt the trust of Administrator of the estate
for everybody. Agents wanted in every town in the that the bonds of matrimony may be dissolved between of Silas Dillaway, late ol Frankfort, in the County ot
State. We would be pleased to communicate with any herself, the said Hannah B. Brown and said David Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs, he
therefore requests allpersons who are indebted to said
one desiring an agency for the sale of the
University Brown, as measure reasonable and proper in accordance deceased’s
estate to make immediate payment,and those
Medicines.
with law, conducive to domestic harmony, for the good
F. P. HENDERSON, M. D., Consulting Physician, ot the parties and consistent with the peace and moral- who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
to him.
settlement
8w28
cases cured by Contract.
Medical Advice, tree. Otlice ity of society.
UPTON TREAT.
HANNAH B. BROWN.
hours, from S o’clock in the morning to 8 o’clock in tin*
Rockland, Sept. 13, 1SG9.
E subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con
evening. Address all letters to
HENDERSON & STAPLES, Agents,
State of Maine,
cerned, that he has been duly appointed and takeu
j
University Branch, X50 Congress St.,
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate
Knox, ss,
|
tf23
of Elza York, late of Monroe, in the
Portland, Maine.
County ot
Supreme Judicial Court, September Term, A Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs;
he
/). 1869.
therefore requests allpersons who are indebted to said
Timber
On the foregoing Ordered, That the Libelant notify deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
INTO THE DOCK OF TFIli SUBSC UIliKK
the said David Brown, of the pendency thereof, by pub- who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor
J a lew weeks ago, a spruce spar, wbieli tlic owner lishing an attested copy of her
3w28
JOHN D. CROWELL.
libel, and this order there- settlement to him.
is requested to take away, alter paying charges.
on three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal
W. 11. SIMPSON.
a paper, printed at Belfast, in the County of
being
subscribers hereby give public notice to all cou
Waldo*
Bellas t, Jan. 10, 1870.
HwX7
the last publication to be thirty days at least before the*
cerned, that they have been duly appoi nted and taken
next term of the Supreme Judicial Court, to be liolden
upon themselves the trust of Executors of the last will of
at Rockland, within and for the County of ivnox, on
To FRANCIS D. SHAW.
the Alfred W. Johnson, late of Belfast, in the County ol
second Tuesday of March next, that he may then
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs, they
HEREBY GIVE YOU NOTICE, that I Intend to and there appear and shew cause, it
any lie have whv
therefore request all (persons who are indebted to said
y
foreclose your mortgage to me ol one colt and o ne the prayer of said Libelant should not be granted
deceased’s
estate to make immediate payment, and thosebrown mure, dated April ai», ISO'J, and recorded in the
Attest-EDWIN
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
ROSE, clerk
town ol Wiuterport, the condition ol said
beA true copy ot libel and order of Court therpnn
mortgage
JOHN M. S. WILLIAMS.
u'
settlement
to them.
N. A. RICH.
ing broken.
Attest-EDWIN ROSE, Clerk.
CUAS. B. HAZKLTlNt.
Wiuterport, Dee, 31,
:Jvv t7
1 William Be\ttie, Attorney for libellant.
EDWARD JOHNSON.
3w28

Mss

Foot of Main Street.

__

UNIVERSITY

UPON

BRANCH,

Henderson

THE

TH

Found.

And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is
genuine
They are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp

TIME

“A penny saved

tf23

Bank

Savings

THE

January, February, March

18(59.

HAIR DRESSING

IS

EPOSITS made

GEO. O. BAILEY.

NICE ASSORTMENT.

A. P.

NOW

/ranted

8

SHEETINGS, FLANNELS,
CLOTHS, ETC.

**-ri \‘ise call and examine our Goods.
duce of all kinds taken in exchange.

Belfast

Bailey.

has taken the store formerly occupied by F. A. Knowlton, at the foot ot Main street, and is opening an entire
new stock, which will be sold at prices to su t the times.

CiOOllS?

ohoceiiies.
A WELL

of Hemlock and Spruce timber, lor
-IX. Railroad crib-work, to be built this winter
l>*
mentions and other particulars given on application
the subscribers at Belfast.
A. BENNETT at. t*o
Jw ,*
Belfast, Dec. 29. 1809.

CORN, FLOUR, GROCERIES, 4c.

GROCERIES, SMALL WARES,
C ROC lv ft R Y WARE, FLOUR, PROVISIONS, ETC., ETC.

A

Timber Wanted.
\ large quantity

NEW GOODS

GOODS,

C R O CJ K E ItY

A GOOD HOUSE well finished, with 1 and
barn and about 1 1-ii acres of land, it Saturday
Gove Northport .To a person wishing a pleasant
situation this offers superior inducements. Aj
A. K. FLKTCHKR.
Nov. 23, 1809.
3m20

Ply to

BELFAST, Me.

Small Wares and Yankee Notions
in great variety.

BUTTER

VEGETABLES—There is a fair trade at the Boston
and Maine and Fitchburg Railroads at 65c for New York
stock, aud 70c per bush lor Maine Potatoes. Onions
are dull at $4 50a5 per bbl.
APPLES—There is a steady demand from the jobbing
trade at $4 50 for good lots of Baldwins and
Greenings
and $4
per bbl for common Apples.
DRIED APPLES—There continues to he but a limited inquiry and the sales are iu small lots, and the best
qualities are wauted. We quote Eastern quartered at
13al4c per lb; do sliced 15a 10c. New York State
quartered 11 l-2al2c; do sliced 12 l-2al.3c; Northern Ohio
10 3-4allc. Southern Oalo.
HAY-There continues to be a fair demand and an
ample supply, with salts at quoted rates. We quote
prime Eastern cargo at$2la25 per ton, and Vermont
and Eastern prime by the carload at 21a24 50
per ton;
inferior qualities at 16al8, and Swale Hay at $15
per
ton. New York Straw $27a28 per ton.

CLOTHING

REMARKABLE low prices.
Remember the place,

7 PHENIX

No

;iiuo--i

A Good Stand For Sale.

L. PEAVY

proposes to sell oil his entire stock of

OAKES ANGIER.

PRINTS,

prices.

pound.

Dec. 0, i8€>9.

C A hj Ei!

I)

House for Sale.

the premises.

on

Frankfort,

1!

tl>«J

>ad leading to Northport, a
nd good Stable.
Building*
furnished throughout, an
---cistern; fmr acres of land
enclosed; very pleasant and desirable residence, will b<sold at a bargain; immediate possession giveu it reuuir
ed. For further particulars inquire of Mrs. U. 11. i OONlB.'j

tice that I have this day given my son the remaining
time of his minority, and shall hereafter claim noue ot
his earnings nor pay any debts of his contracting.

H 1» O K E » !

(■! 0 <11)

Contractors B. & M. L. R. R.
Belfast, Nov. 24, 1869.

|

Dwelling

just

D R Y

WILLSON, TENNANT & CO.,

rnUlS is to certify that I, Benjamin Moody, of Winter
1
port, lather of Charles A. Moody, hereby give no-

^ AL

T,K*

MA^KOAU

Hacmrtac, Yellow 4<k and
Hemlock—9 feet iong, 6 inch lace, and 6 inches
thick. Also a quantity of Hemlock or other timber
for crib-work. Uimtnsions will be furnished at the Con
tractors’ office. Parties desiring to turnish the a bo.
nr a portion of it,
may apply to

Notice.

received from New Hampshire,
Ten Thousand best Hickery and White Oak Spokes,
form 1 1-8 to 2 1-2 inches. Please call and examine said
Spokes at No. 1, PHENIX ROW.

DRY

Belfast, Maine.

To be

this

sold
do
are indebt
persons
ed to the late firm, or to the firm of Pote & Prescott, are
requested to call at the store of G. P. Pote, ilayford
Block, and settle, as the books will be kept there until
the first of April.
M. E. POTE,
il. DUNBAR, Jit.
Belfast. Dec. 29, 18A9.
0w20

$34 to .35
5
0
18
12
is
13

POTE & DUNBAR

undersigned

12 to 14

Clear Salt Pork,
Mutton per lb,
Lamb per lb,

IICKIRtOI,

80,000
Cedar,

by

fish!

H ER

Ether administered.

Railroad Ties Wanted

having
clay
their entire stock to Messrs. Woods & Conant
THE
mutual consent dissolve. All
who

The business heretofore carried on at 72 Main street.
Belfast, by Barker & Burgess, will be continued at the
same place by Albert C. Burgess,
All persons indebted
to the late firm by note or account, are requested to set
tie the same at once, as it is necessary that all demands
due said firm must be paid without delay. The books
will remain with the
a short time for settlement.
ALBERT C. BURGESS.
10.
Jan.
1870.
Gw27
Belfast,

4 TORE!

or

OFFICE, HAYFOUD BLOCK,

Schooner CONNECTICUT, 13? tons.
In good order lor business.
Apply to AARON PENDLETON.
ftw2t$
Belfast, Jan. 4, lfe?0.

FRED BARKER,
ALBERT C. BURGESS.

tl27

JOURNAL.

(Office first door south of Haylord Block.)
tfl'J
BELFAST, MAINE

tl”

Schooner N. BERRY, 1ft? tons.

Belfast, Jan. 10,1870.

Belfast, Wednesday, January Id, 1S?0.

LOMBARD,

SURGEON DENTIST,

For Sale.

liquidation.

^POKES'
The subscriber has

4itm

CO UNSELLER & ATTORNEY AT LAW

THE

Co-partnership-

name

G P

WNitrous Oxide Gas

Room in City Block, over Isaac Allard’s store,
and under the .Journal office. Apply to the editor
of this paper.
tfJ5
Belfast, Dec. 22.

heating, begets
TIC LOZENGES.*’
ELISHA HUNTINGTON, the blood.
M. D., Ex-Lieut. Governor of Mnssaehusetts. For
Therefore, oh ye who are wise, come to the Fish Marsale at No. 1 Trcmont Temple, Boston, by E. A. ket. Order book at the store of D. Faunee & Co.
Pedlers supplied on liberal terms,
HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, and by all DrugLEWIS & CROSBY, at Lewis’ wharf.
2mo2.‘»
gists. Mailed for tk) cents.
j
27
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1870.
We were pleased to see, not long since, in one of
some
severe
remarks
addressed
exchanges,
pretty
Dissolution of
to several persons who, during an interesting lecture by Rev. John S. C. Abbott, kept a continuous
rrillio CO PARTNERSIUP heretofore existing bocoughing, which prevented many from hearing. JL tween the undersigned, under the firm name ol
People who cannot refrain from coughing, had bet
BARK ER &. BURGESS, is this day dissolved by mutual
ter stay away from such places, or else take a bottle consent, and the affairs of the late firm wi 11 be settled by
of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment with them.
J Albert C. Burgess, who alone is authorized to use the
The importance of giving Sheridan’s (’rivalry Condition Powders to horses that have been out in a
cold rain, stood in a cold wTind, or drank too much
cold water, cannot he over estimated. No man should
he without them who owns a good horse.

editor of this paper.
Deo. 13, !*«0.

I.

Orders received at Washburn’s Bookstore

FISIl!

A

to the

Room to Let-

in flight, but the young man and W. O. Poor & Sou.
‘UvL’S
gave pursuit, and struck it another blow between the cars.
That laid her ladyship out,
and the captor took the animal by the back ot FIS 12
the neck and hind legs and started for home.
On the way the cat came to, and showed fight.,
scratching and biting with all the vigor of a
LEWIS & CROSBY,
young tiger. The young man's clothing was
At the Foot of MAIN STREET, deal in
almost wholly torn from his person in front,
FISH OF ALL KINDS.
and his hands and arms were terribly lacerAtnl have then fresh from the
ated and cut, but the held bravely on until he
briney depths twice a
week. The spotted Cod, the silvery Hake, the lively
came to a stone wall, when he dashed the cat's Haddock, beautiful lor
chowders, the mottled Mackerel,
head against a rook until it became cpiiet. the ponderous Halibut, the translucent Smelt, the appetising Flouuder, and tlie savory Clam,---all may be found
It soon recovered from its rough treatment there.
and is now as lively and as ugly as ever.
Shaksperc it was who exclaimed—
"Flesh, flesh, hoio art thou fish ijm!
WHAT EVERY PERSON NEEDS is some reAnd the poet was right, as usual, lie understood the
medy for habitual Costiveness. “1 would advise question. As a diet, fish is better. Therefore should
all those who are troubled with Dyspepsia, Costive- flesh be lishified. Economy sanctions it, for fish is
and quite as nutritious. It is easier of digesness, Piles, Biliousness, Headache, or any form of cheaper,
tion. Physicians say it nourishes the brain and strengthindigestion, to use DR. HARRISON’S PERIS'TA L- ens the
mind. It. is not
not humors in

!

QUANTITY of sticks of Yellow Ash, from :;u to
40 feet long, to be hauled
during the winter. Apply

CHURCH STREET,

We hereby agree to guarantee the prompt payments
oi the above deliveries in accordance with the terms oi
A. HAYFORD,
the advertisement.
President B. & AI. L. R. U.
27

Steam-I

sought safety

Yellow Ash Wanted

RAILROAD SLEEPERS WANT
j 4
4-" /•"
/\ /
ed. Having contracted for 40,000
we now offer the balance to citizens adjoining the lim ;
on the following terms, if applied for immediately—
Cedar 10 cents each; Uacmetac 38 cents each; Yellow
Ash 38 cents each; of the following demens ions: 0 feel
long, 6 inches lace, 6 inches thick.
Parties desiring to contract, must apply to C. II,
WEBB, Esq.. Thorndike, or to the subscribers at their
office in Beltast.
The whole of the above sleepers will be paid for on
the 15th day of the month succeeding their delivery alter inspection and acceptance by the chief engineer.
WILLSON, TENNANT & CO., Contractors.
S\

TEACHER

any

the road.

Warren’s Congli Balsam!

aware

“The representatives of the companies claim
disgusted.
the railroad, near the Poiut, was that they already have complete authority,
Sunday night, and the contents under the laws, to unite for all ordinary pur
hurry the thieves dropped some poses by lease, and that they can agree; at
time
in

'•’he

I’iie Bangor
Whig lias found out about the
Marshalship of Maine. S. S, Marble of Waldoboro
has got it. Nathan
Webb, of Portland, is nominatd for H. S. District
Attorney.
1 Hide
Hilly Seward is enjoying things at Havana.
Hie Merchant’s Marine
Insurance <Jo., of Bangor
divides

are

are

evenings lust week were as beautiful as
subscriber.- iu Appleton and
vicinity can moonlight and
starlight and starry eyes could make
transact any business
to'the
relating
paper with them—and that is
Isaa. Parkin, Esip, who will in fulure
beauty enough.
act as agent
for tin .loiirnal.
Attention is called to the advertisement of
piano
>mr

EQUALITY

Our readers
nance exists in

It

the knight of lie cleaver, and cut it up himself. The
first lift of the axe struck a kerosene lamp overhead, lilting the oil down on tlic operator and his

Mankato Minn., juror
ailtirt*ssinj£ a notr to
>-1
Han 'mi.1 .-allshim "< hiarahU*
in;-.'' \\ ilh no
1
lu-iminliug tlmt in- is une-siilr.l.

A if'.j'fa sRinls

of an Indian killed in

It is best always to let those undertake jobs who
understand them. A man who had bought a quarter of beef at. a meat shop undertook to supersede

Mi's. s. |„-

:1" an-

HI'

111 *

the western frontier.

hair—a sad relie of humanity, which
might perhaps have told a tale as touching and romantic as that of the bride of Hiawatha.

l.oriiiN, Boston, is a hiiljrhahle liur'll' stow"*s Byron faille. The writer

’1' wriii is.

""

on

girdle

black

sy

|,\

""

..
alias

taken from the

skirmish, and who had been so unehivalrous as to
scalp a woman. The skin was but a few inches
square, to which adhered braids of long, soft, glos-

Shakspwuv's Lift.'

tif.iislj,-,!

;

Judge Dickerson, u few evenings
an Indian scalp—a genuine

since, we were shown
article, sent by a friend

•'

i

last October, which the Age lias just
The directors were satisfied with the
reported it.

ours

Several times, during the past fall, traces of a bear
had been seen in the back part of Stockton. A few
days ago, Mr J. F. Fames was at work in the woods,
and hearing his dog bark in a very excited manner,
a few rods off. he went to where he was, and
discovered the bear, a very large one, who ran
some distance and took up a tree; but before Mr.
Fames could reach them he came down and attacked the dog, who became frightened and tied. The
bear then made off, and Mr. Fames lost sight of
liitn in the low shrubbery, and had to give up the
chase. He has been hunted considerably since, but
the hunters have not got upon his track. [Prog.

'■<

oing

over

found out.
road, as he

long—his

M'

at

son

has obtained a
Hudson. \ 'i
In r tat her for slandering

iii

..on

I

IN WASHINGTON,
On Nev Year's Day three children, sons ot
that a city ordi- Mr. Josepn Wynle, a icspeclaule laboring j Is beyond a question the very best medicine of the day
near Pompton, in
Passaic S for all COUGHS, COLDS, Sore THROAT and LUNGS!
Washington, under the pres- man, residing
Also for Whooping Cough and Croup in Children it is
N., J., at the base of the Wynockie ; the most effective
county,
medicine ever used,
ent negro rule, by whi'h restaurants and
Mountain, left home for the purpose of “go- i Sold by all Dealers in Medicines.
B. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
are forbidden to treat
of
amusement
in
the
on
woods
the
flaotnitaiu.
places
ing nutting”
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Agents for New
It was tour o’clock when they left,' home, j England.
colored persons on other than perfectly equal
6m 17
failure to return before nightfall
terms with white persons. Speaking of that so that their
will
you
always
on If UVDV I Why
occasioned but little alarm. After that, howJLUUIV ntnt ! plod lor somebody else,
measure, “Mack” the Washington corres- ever. their continued absence rendered
the jjfjrwhen we can start you lu business at a sure income
of $3 to $5 per day or $1 per evening, or proportiondistracted parents almost frantic. The fearpondcn of the Cincinnati Enquirer says:
J^-al rates for your spare moments. Women can make
The father of that measure is the owner of ful rain storm which prevailed during the
as much as men. Reader, you will bless the day you
the principal barber-shop in the city. While night and part of next day fearfully intensi- *S“sent 10 cents for full particulars and samples. Address GEO. S. MELLEN, Lewiston, Maine, w*We
fied the feelings of the bereaved father and
oue of his workmen was scraping my chin
jfcj'charge the 10 cents to keep thousands Irom sending
who don’t mean business, but had rather stick to
the other day, 1 asked him if he ever had mother, inasmuch as their little darlings had
dwsp2C*
not yet been seen nor heard from.
On Mon- ^•their $2 a day and be bossed round.
any colored customers ?
“No, sar, we don’t shave no niggas in dis day a search was made by a number of the
Mrs. CLARA A. SLEEPER
country people, but nothing could be discovershop,” was the prompt reply.
OF PIANO FORTE. Residence at Mrs.
“But,” said I “suppose a colored man ed of the whereabouts of tin1 missing children,
lftUMMA2I.il/ai Congress Street, Belfast.
whose ages were respectively ten, seven, and
were to come in and sit down in one of the
till
Special attention given to beginners.
j chairs, like 1 do. what would you do?”
live years.
The entire neighborhood at
“But him out, sar! Some shops ’ll shave length joined in the search, and it was not
TUG iillHAT EXPERIENCE
till Tuesday last that the mystery was solved. in the treatment of diseases
niggas, but dis is too ’spectable for dal.”
relating to the generative
The innocent trio were found lying dead, iaculty in man and woman, acquired by Dr. A. li.
“You wouldn’t refuse to shave the colored
of Boston, lias eminently litted him for the preHayes,
side
south
of
?”
on
the
the
from
would’
side
mounLouisiana,
you
by side,
Congressmen
paration of such a work as that which he has given to
“Yes, sar. Wouldn’t shave no niggas no- tain, some ten or eleven miles from their the public under the auspices of the Peabody Medical
One of home.
It was quite thickly covered with Institute, entitled “THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or
how—even if dey was President.
SELF-PRESERVATION.” The causes and cures of
General Grant niggers came hero one da} timber where the bodies were discovered. nervous debility, impotence, sterility, &c.,are discussed
—but lie didn't get no shave—no, sar. West* From the appearance of the latter it is in a masterly manner in this volume, and it should be
read by everybody. Another
work from the
got all we can do to shave de white folk-, thought that the children existed for several pen of l>r. Hayes, SEXUAL important
PHYSIOLOGY OF VV<)and don’t want no niggas.”
days on tin1 nuts they had gathered previous MEN, AND HER DISEASES,’-' is also published by
The same correspondent gives another il- tobeing benighted, and havinglost theirway the Peabody Medical Institute. Read their advertisement in another column.
4w2Ssp
lustration of the way the negroes’ “civil were overtaken by physical exhaustion and
in death.
resulted
The
Mr.
Sumner's
which
under
arc
starvation,
respected
rights”
MARRIED.
bodies were removed to the home of their
very nose, thus:
Passing along the corridor of the Senate heart-broken parents, for whom the entire Iu this city, Mr. Fred M. Sherman and Miss Margaret
gallery the other day, 1 was attracted by a community evince the deepest sympathy. ,J. Murphy, both of this city.
In Surry, Dec. 25th, Mr. William F. Grindlc of Blueslight verbal altercation that seemed to have
hill, and Miss Lizzie C. Mvrick of S; also Mr. Samuel
arisen between a stout, swarthy darkey and
Poimt.vnd, 1!anim»ij andMachias
K. Gray of Bluehill, and Miss Mary E. Lord ot S.; Mr.
The former desired slur Co. The annual meeting of this cor- Albert Troworgy, dr., and Miss Lucy Grendle, both of S.
one of the doorkeepers.
to enter the gallery, but the latter had cheek- poration was held yesterday afternoon at the
ed his progress with a hint that colored men office of floss & Sturdivant.
We learn from
I
DIED.
must go a little further to the left.
the Treasurer's report that since his last anfrom
the
so?”
imal
statement
the
two
steamboats
gentleman
inquired
“Why
belong- [ Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and age,must
Africa.
ing to the company have been thoroughly be pa idf'or, 1
“Because the Sergcant-at-Arms gives the refitted, and four additional family rooms
In Waldo, George W., son of Elbridgo Burrlll, aged
have been built upon the Lewiston, and 3 years and ‘Zl days.
order,” was the door-keeper’s reply.
In Orland, Dec. ?tli, -Mrs. l’olly, wife of Moses SaundThe colored person now began to assume other improvements and repairs made upon ers, Jr., aged To years.
In Eden, Jau. 1st, Miss Bahama Poland, aged 35 yr’s;
a tone ot haughty indignation—so, straight- both steamers,
and both have performed
also 5th, Isaac Higgins, aged Is years.
ening himself up, and pulling the wrinkles their regular trips upon their respective
out of his gorgeous v est, with a slight jerk routes successfully and without any accidents
SHIP NEWS
of the lower edge of that article, he inquired worth mentioning.
if the door-keeper k icw whom he was talkThe Lewiston has made sixty-three round
PORT OF BELFAST.
ing to. This with genuine Congo accent, trips to Machias, being the same number as
ARRIVED.
which 1 cannot well translate.
in 1808, and stocked #84,092,72 or $.3,591.74
•‘No, sir, 1 don’t know; and 1 don't care. more than in 1808, having made fourteen Jan 17th Sells Gen Meade, Cunningham, Boston ; S
S Bickmore, Mazurvey, do.
I must obey orders. Colored people are to more trips than in the previous year. The
SAILED.
be put all together in that part ot the gal- two steamers have increased their
gross
Jan 13th Sell Jack Downing, Patterson. Rockland.
lery”—pointing to the seats reserved for the earnings over last year $21,507,90, while 14th Sell Nathan Clifford,
Hullobk, New York.
18th Sells ldella Small, Robbins, Deer Isle; Mary
their running expenses have been somepurpose.
Greenlief, Boothbay; Banner, Cunningham,
“Well, sail, Pse from Georgy—a member what increased by the rise in the price of Edward,
Stockton.
ob de Legislature ob dat State. An’ if I had coal and the extra number of
trips made.
Savannah, Jan Pith On Sunday night last, about sixThe accounts are very satisfactory and
my rights, I’d be on de flo’ ob dis Senate.”
o’clock, as the sell Mary W II upper was coming to an
And then the sable individual related his encouraging,
showing that in a few years anchor at Tybec, the lirst mate, Oscar L II upper, while
disappointed aspirations; and told in a strain the stock will be as valuable as that of the going forward to see the anchor clear, slipped, fell overboard and went under the vessel, and being unable to
of haughty anger how he had been cheated most favored company.
[Portland Ailv.
swim, he was drowned, notwithstanding every eilort
out of the United States Seuatorship by the
was made to save his life.
The unfortunate young man
“rebels and copperheads,” after it had been
Fioirr With a Wild Cat, A farmer in was a native of St George, Me, twenty-two years of age,
and
unmarried.__
agreed to elect him. He was deeply moved New Milford, Conn., discovered a wild cat
by the recital of his own wrongs; but was making a meal off a sheep it had killed, and
PI AMO FORTES
glad to hear that under the President’s re- with rare courage he determined if possible
AND
TUNED
REPAIRED
of
which to capture it alive, lie had in his hand a
commendation the old Legislature,
—BY—
he was a member, waste be recalled: and long and heavy cart-whip, and by stealthily
J. W. W'LIEELER.
he still had hopes.
approaching the animal he succeeded in deal^Satisfaction Guranteed.
I pity the poor door-keeper if he ever ing it a heavy blow on the back of the head
Instructions received from MR. AM1LE GUTMAR,
should be elected.
with the butt end. The cat,
NEGPO
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LEGISLATURE.
IltH'SK, Tuesday,

THACKERAY ON CHRISTMAS.
Tin* play is dime—the curtain drops.
Slow falling at the prompter’s bell;
A moment yet the actor stops,
And looks around to sav farewell.
It is an irksome word and task ;
And, when lie’s laughed and said his say,
lie shows, as lie removes the mask,
A face that’s any tiling hut ga\.

Speaker

The

mittees as follows:
Joint Standing Committees.
On the Judiciary—Lindsey of Somerset. Lane
of Cumberland, and Heed of Cumberland, ot the Senate ; Whidden of ('alms. Barker of Stetson, Smith of
Saco, Bonnev of Portland, Bliss of Washington,!
Powers of Iloultou, and Voso of Wiutcrport, of the
> 'lie
word, ere vet the evening ends—
House.
Let's close it with a parting rhyme;
UN Federal Belations—Cleaves of Oxford,
Ami pledge a hand to all young friends,
Lindsey of Somerset, and lived of Cumberland, of 1
A- tits a merry Christmas time;
the Seanate; Barker of Stetson. Stone of Kenuetin life's wide scene you, too, have parts.
bunk, MeOilvery of Searsport. Whidden of Calais,
That fate ere long shall bid you play;
Burgess of Portland. Smith, of Warren, and Jordan
hearts
Hood-night!—with honest, gentle
of Brunswick, of the House.
\ kindly greeting go ahvay!
On Military Affairs—Gibbs of Cumberland,
Neallv of York, and Hanson of York, of Hie SenI'd say the griefs, the joys,
Hood-night
ate; White of Bangor, Duncan of lviltery, SpauldJust hinted in this mimic page,
ing of Richmond, Phillips of Weld. Sturgis of
I'lie triumphs and defeats of hoys.
Dennett of So. Berwick, and Alexander
Standish,
Are hut repeated in our age;
of Belmont, of the Ilonse.
I'd say your woes were not less keen,
UN COAST AND FRONTIER DEFENCES—Mot'SC of
Your'hopes more vain, than those of men— Sagadahoc. Cushing of Waldo, and Talbot of WashYour pangs or pleasures of fifteen
of the Senate : Blake of Auburn, Brown ot
ington,
At forty-five pluved o’er again.
Uldtown, Moulton of Porter. Ames of Jelferson,
of
I'd sav we suffer and we strive
Mayo
Windham, Paige of Vinalltaven, and Gates
of Robbinston, of the House.
Not less nor more as men than hoys—
On Rilroads. Ways and Bridges—Cushing of
With grizzled beards at forty-five,
Waldo, Morse of Sagadahoc, and Holland of AnAs erst at twelve in corduroys;
And if. in time of sacred youth.
droscoggin. of the Senate; Hinks of Buck-port.
love
and
to
Twitched
of Portland. Foster of Argyle. Farwell
at
home
We learned
pray,
of Augusta, Lane of Hollis, Patten of Bath, and
l’rav heaven that early love and truth
Dickey of Fort Remit, of tile House.
May never wholly pass away.
Un Mercantile Affairs and Insurance—
And in the world, as in the school.
Buck of Hancock, Carvill of Cumberland, and
I'd fay how fate may change and shill—
Metcalf of Lincoln, of the Senate; Holbrook of
The prize he sometimes with the fool.
Freeport, Chamberlain of Ellsworth. Blake of AuThe race not always to the swift;
burn, Warren of Veazio, Gannett of Bath, Watts
Idle strong may yield, the good may fall.
of Tliomaston and Harding of Gorham, of tinIdle great man he a vulgar clown,
II OUS<\
The knave he lifted over all.
On Lkgai. Reform—Lane of Cumberland,
'flu' kind east pitiless!} down.
of York, Cleaves of Oxford, of the Senate;

Xeally

Who knows tlie iuscrutible design?
Blessed lie He who took and gave!
Why should your mother, Charles, not mine.
Be weeping at her darling’s grave!
W how to heaven that willed it so,
1’hat darkly rules the fate of all.
That sends the respite or the blow.
That's free to give or to recall.
This crowns his feast with wine and wit—
Who brought him to that mirth and state?
His betters, see, below him sit,
Or hunger hopeless at the gate.
Who hade the mud from Dive’s wheel
To spurn the rags of Lazarus?
C one, brother, in that dust we'll kneel.
< 'oni'essing heaven that ruled it thus.
teh shall mourn, in life’s advance.
Dear hopes, dear friends, untimely killed—
■shall grieve for many a forfeit chance,
And longing passion unfulfilled.
A Men!—whatever fate he sent.
Tray God the heart may kindly grow,
Although the head with cares be bent,
And whitened with the winter snow.
s

o

wealth or want, come good or ill.
Let young or old accept their part,
lad how before the awful will.
And hear it with an honest heart.
Who misses, or who wins the prize—
Go, lose or conquer as you can;
But if you fail, or if you rise,
Be each, pray God, a gentleman.
<

min'

or old or young!
(Bear kindly with my humble lays,)

A gentleman,

The sacred chorus first was sung
Upon (lie first of Christmas days;
The shepherds heard it overhead—
The joyful angels raised it then;
Glory to Heaven on high, it said,
A nd peace on earth to gentle men!

My song, save this, is little worth;
"l lay the weary pen aside,

And wish you health, and love, mid mirth,
As libs tic solemn Christmas tide.
As tits tlie holy f hristmas birth,
lie this, good friends, our carol still—
lie peace on earth, he peace on earth.
To men of gentle will.

DEPARTED DAYS.
given and plea-ant places,

Oh. memories ot
Where happy birds their wood-notes twittered
low!
Oil, love that lit the dear familiar faces
We buried long ago!
From barren heights their sweetness we remember—
And backward gaze with wishful, yearning eyes,
As hearts regret, 'mid snow drills of December,
The summer's sunny skies.
U

ad hours that seemed their rainbow tints to borrow

From some illumined page of fairy lore,
Bright days that never lacked a bright tomorrow;
1 >.o that return no more.

TWO ANGELS.
"There are two angels, that attend unseen
Kueh one of n-, and in great books record
(mr good and evil deeds. lie who writes down
The good ones, urter every action closes
Hi- volume, and ascends with it to God,
The other keeps his dreadful day-hook open
Till sunset, that we may repent; which doing,
The record of the action fades away,
And leaves a line of white across the page."

A DEAD MAN SIGNS HIS OWN WILL.
interesting will case, which lias been
pending in the courts in Franklin County,
Missouri, tor years past, rivals in its nature
any thing of the sort, possibly, ever heard of
in the history of the present age.
The circumstances, as gathered from one of the attorneys engaged for the defence (outside of
the Court-room,) arc briefly as follows:
Some years ago there lived in the town of
Washington, an old bachelor, who possessed
a considerable amount of property, and had
no relatives save one, who, it is said, was
needy. The individual (bachelor) was taken
quite ill, and was advised to make his will,
which lie did, bequeathing all of his estate to
the children of a friend. The news became
generally known in the town of the manner
in which the testator had disposed of his
property, leaving out any consideration to
his kindred friend.
While the man still
lingered on his lied of sickness, it was made
up among some of the friends of the relative
that three of them should visit the sick man
and advise him to make a second will, with
provisions for the relief of the kinsman.
Consent being given, the parties, who, it is
said, were all on a “tight,” and who had no
personal interest in the matter save the good
feelings they entertained for the neglected
friend, appointed one of their number to
write. The table was drawn up close to the
bedside of the sick man who, as well as he
could, dictated the nature of his bequest.
Before the conclusion and signing of the will
the man died; one of the party remarked to
the scribe “that it was useless to go on, as
the man was dead as h—1.” However, after
its conclusion, the dead man was lifted up in
a silting posture and held, the pen was
placed
between his lingers and made to trace his
name., after which the question was asked,
“Do you acknowledge this to be your signature and last will?” &e, The dead man, by
t he aid of those that hold him up, nodded assent.
The corpse was then quietly laid down
and the individuals signed their respective
names as witnesses to the instrument.
The
trio who witnessed the will are now all dead,
and the only seeming trouble now is the
proper construction of the will, which, under
i rcumstanees, and under the influence
the
ot a intoxicated brain, the scribe somewhat
blended iu meaning.
An
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! 'ITT'IJ.I.rill 11. SWAN it CO., having purchased the
\V Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of IT. .1. ANentire

beyond all comparison, th most
ot Physiology ever published

These are,

stock,

at half-price. Full reoorts of markets, agriculture. Farmers'
and Fruit Growers’ Clubs, and a complete story in every
Weekly and Semi-Weekly number. A present of valuable
plants Hnd vines to every subscriber; inducements to can-

new

extraordi-

Simonton Bros. &C o.

i

WATERPROOFS AND CLOAKiNDS.

Vali'.uti.K BookWe have received the valuable,
medical woiks ot Dr. Albert U. llayen.^Theae books!
ot actual merit, and should lind
in every intelligent family. T!n;\ are not tin cheap ordc: of abomin
able trash, published by irresponsible parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, bar are n ritteu by « re
sponsible professional gentleir.au of eminence, asource of instruction on vital matters,concerning wbiel
lamentable ignorance exists. The important subject.- !
presented are treated wilh di lie.un ability and care.’ami
as an appendix, many useful prescript ions for
prevailing ;
complaints are added.-[ ( .tos /’-publican, Lancaster, V.
//., Srpt. 7, lSG'i.

MM: How Lost; How Restore!,

Just published, it new edition of I>r.
iCuIfd-H^irK Olebrated £«»•«?
j
on the radical rare Twit bout medicine) ol ;
Si kk.m ATonhim.A ,or Seminal Weakness. I
Mental ami,
Involuntary Semina! Losses, m r< >tkn
Mild, Certain. Safe, Efficient It is far the best Cath- Physical Incapacity, Impediment to Marriage, etc.; also
artic remedy yet discovered, and at once relieves and in- (.'essniiM'iex, Ki*il.Ki’SY, and Fits, induced by sellvigorates all the vital functions, without causing injury indulgence or sexual extravagance.
to any of theln. The most complete success has Ion* attnr Price, in a sealed envelope, only 0 cents.
tended its use in many localities r'und it is now offered I
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay, clearly
to the general public with the conviction that if can demonstrates trom a thirty years' successful practice,
It
never fail to accomplish all that is claimed for ii.
that the alarming consequences of sell-abuse may be
produces little or no puu; leaves the organs free from radically cured without the oangerous use of internal j
irritation, and never over taxes or excites the nervous medicine or the application of the knife; pointing out it ;
system. In all diseases of the skin, blood, stomach, I mode ot cure at once simple, certain, ami ellectual, by
bowels, liver, kidneys,—of children, and in many diffi- 1 means of which every sulh rer, no matter what, his c<>a- ;
culties peculiar to women, it brings prompt relief and dition my be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and
certain cure. The best physicians recommend and pre- radically.
scribe it; aud no person who once uses this, will volun45-This Lecture simuld be :n tho hands of every youth
tarily return to the use of any other cathartic.
and every nun in the land.
Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
Box, $0,25.Postage 0 cents on receipt ot six cents, or two postage stamps, by ad5 Boxes, l.oo.“IS
dressing the publishers.
:w
2.25.“
12
Also, DR. CULVLRWF.LL’S “Marriage Guide,*’price
It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.
25 cents.
tCBlEU & CO., Proprietor.,
Address the publishers,
120 Treuiwiit, Street, Boston,
4 111* ,T. 4’. TiLI.\l! A CO..
1:57 Howerv, Jf t*« York, Post Office Uox

|
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j

\TTE WILL PAY 4HEYT4 A SALARY
of $».*BO jut week mid expenses, or allow a
YV
large commission, to sell our new wonderful inventions*
M. WAGNER & CO., Marshall, Mich.
Address,
ASK
Doctor
or
for
your
Druggiat
MWEET BLETHTIIVE— it equals (bitter) (Quinine,
M’fd by Sticakxs, Fa tut & Co., Chemists, New York.
FASCINATION
OR
SOULCHARMING.—100 pages; cloth. This w’onderful
hook lias full Instructions to enable the reader to fascinate either sex, or any animal, at will.
Mesmerism,
Spiritualism, and hundreds of other curious experiments. It can be obtained by sending address, with postage, to T. W. EVANS St CO., No. 11 South Eighth

PIIYCSOMANCY.

Street, Philadelphia.

DD. OLI.Y. 21 IBond *t., T. A., treats all private diseases, Seminal Emiss'ons, Iinpotency,
&e.
Boarding in establishment if desired. Thousands of
cases from every State indicate the Doctor’s skill.
Sealed pamphlet for 2 stamps.
^■Tlie

.Harriago Ding-. —Essays for young men,
1
free, in sealed envelopes. HOWARD ASSOCIATION, Box P. Philadelphia, Penn.
D AT 1j AST.—Watches superseded. The
A parfoct Hem. Elegantly
Gold, superior compass at tachment, enameled dial, silver and brass works, glass crystal, size of ladies’ watch. Will denote correct time,
warranted five years, superb aud showy case, entirely of
metal. This is no wood compass.
Is entirely new,
patented, 0,500 sold in three weeks. Only $1 each,
three for $2, in neat case, mailed free. Trade
supplied.
Address E. C. CHASE & CO., Springfield, Mass.
Dollar Time Keeper.
17101'Jf
cased In Oroide of

Gray’s Linen Collars

ami

C1FFS AT
H. L. LORD’S.

Call at No. 10

High St

To Females in Delicate Health.

j

j

;

HENRY

106 SUDBURY STREET,
Boston, MassManufacturer of HILLIARD TABLES, with the *»atent Camlilnation atrip ('uthion,
superior
to any now in use, at reduced
W All orders promptly attended to.

prices.

Canos 14

Farm for Sale.
TI1K SUBSCRIBKR offers his farm for sale,
situated in Northpor on ft good road, and in a
healthy and pleasant, locution, thirty minutes
ride irom the l*osi Office, Depot and Steamboat
Wharves. Said farm contains 54 acres pood land, suitably divided into Tillage, Pasture and Woodland. Well
tenced, well watered and good buildings, house new. A
large orchard of the best fruit, with Crab-apple and Pear
trees, Grape vines. Cherry, Currant, Wilson and Agricultural Strawberry, fee.
Stock and Tools sold at a fair valuation if desired.
Terms easy. Apply to
.1. C. I.KWIS,
Ib li'ast, Maine.
Nov. :in, lsr.il.
f|r»l
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earnestly solicited.

rPO TUK LA1>I KS. The celebrated 1>K. I., 1»|\
1 partloularty Invites all Ladles who need *» M,'.lu-ai
Suryteal adviser, to call at his Kooius, Jl Kmlicott st
Boston, Mass., which they will tind arranged for theit
special accommodation.
l>lt. 1>IX having devoted over
twenty years to this
particular branch ol the treatment ot all diseases peculiar
to
It is now
—

Rates.
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EXPRESS CHARGES.

Th
offer is more
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especially

ers

THE schooner SENATOR, Ti tonsO.M.
in ^ood order and well found in sails,
rig"ing, cable, Ac. Will bo sold very low.

to assist

States, but is opnn

to

Kuckspott,

Invigorator

Removes from the system the HI effects caused by the excessve use ol alcholic liquors, sod elleotmilly destroys
the appetite for these stimulants. II gives tone to debil-
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particulars

MEDJCAL
^ASSOCIATION.

Hums,
Neuralgia
P
Diarrhea a,

r~*

JI«»*EY tlAVIl* HY ItKUItt.
For full

<

For

(A

'm

good

(j

A Sure Cure and Instant Relief

$100,from
be
Commission, 100 yds.
good yard wide Sheeting. Coin-Silver Hunting Case i a
" atoll, Itich Long Wool
Shawl, Suit of nil Wool French
< 'ass!mere, etc., etc., or $10 in cash.
©
We do not employ any Travelling Agents, and cusdied,

mi order of
we will pay the Agent, as

g

0

H

in the
nil custom-

Agents will he paid ten per cent, in Cash or Merchandise, when they t it.!, ui* tukir kntihk ci.ru, tor which
below we give a partial List of Commissions
For an order of
from a clnb of thirty, we
'viL pay the
Agent, as commission, i'S yds. Brown or
Bleached Sheeting, Good Dress Pattern, Wool Sonar*
Shawl, French Casshnore Pants and Test Pattern 1 In*
large White Counterpane, etc. etc., or $1.00 hi cash.
For an order of $.>0. from a club «»f fifty, we will
pay the Agent, as Commission, to yds. Sheeting, One
pair heavy Wool Blankets, Poplin Dress Pattern, Hand
some Wool
Square Shawl, Silver-Cast Watch, etc., etc.,
or $5.00 in cash.

K, H. GARDNER,

This well-known remedy does not dry up a Cough, and
leave the cause behind. ;u< is the case with most preparations; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, and allays
Irritation, thus removing the cause f the complaint
SKTH W. KOWLK M SON.
Proprietors, Boston s.,id
by druggists and’dealers in medicines generally

FOSTER'S

Agents

c o .n n i a «i o x .**

Is

St.

ex-

Siinoiitoii Bros. A: (V

1

only

during the winter.

PAY THE

Fishing

ami

price

an

Instant Relief from Pain!

W.

s. iiu u.

per week

mystery

Hemp Carpetings,*'<fcc.

unry,1870.
lit every order amounting to over $50, accompanied hv
leaving' lielfa.st every TUKSDAY. Itetarniiig, the cash, the Agent may retain $2.00, uml in every order
of
over $10o, $:j.00 may be retalued to
leave Uoston every FltlOAY.
GKO. G. WKL LS,
t U‘i
Agent.
Will make but

no

Toilet Quilts,

/)/»*.

i:E5L -Zk

is

]

can

NOTICE.
OF

cheap
ready

so

conceded by all, (both In this conn
females,
try and Kurope.) that lie excels all other known practlv
loners In the sate, speedy and effectual treatment of all
female complaints.
Ills medicines are prepared with the express
puipv.-,
ot removing all disease*, such as
debility, weakness,
We want good r» liable agent* in every [.art of the natural
suppressions, enlargements of the womb, al* all
Country. By employing your spare ttfeo to tor* clubs discharges which flow from a morbid state ot tin blood
and sending us orders, you can obtain the most liberal The Doctor is now fully
prepared to treat in hi* p.c.iimr
commissions, either in ( iMhor Herchuuil itc. hiuT style, both medically and surgically, all diseases >*f »h«
all goods sent by us will be us represented, and we guar- female sex, and they are respectfully invited to eal! a»
antee satisfaction to very <*e dealing witfi -.nr house
1 •• 'Al Kndieoti Mlrret, lto«t«»ii
As the Holidays ar<- coming, we are making special nr
rungements to supply every one who reads our advertiseAll letter* requiring advice must contain one dolhr to
ment, with the most handsome and useful lit lida pre*
insure an answer
cuts that can bo thought ot or wished for, and to enable
Boston. Jau. 1 1877—lyr
them to procure them cheaply and expeditiously
we
to
who
will
our
will give
become
any one
Agent Ous
IB uml re<l Free Tickets, enumerat ing -omeot the
many different articles fro* which you can make your
selection ot Holiday presents.
for returning full clubs from these Free Tick.
companied by the cash, we will give the same extra rmiums that we now give, just the same as if von nad
paid 10 cents tor each one ot your Tickets. \V< wish
you to understand that not any other tirm in the bust
ness can
compete with us in anv wav whatever.
As these free ticket? are
good for th- Holidays,
must
send in your orders before the ‘.»oth ot Ianyou
FRANKLIN

&c.

0014 and m*c our prices,
cheap that ail
ami uot to he undersold in the State.

of

May bo found in Stock* and

can

TURK. PINE CHAMBER SETS, BEDSTEADS
.-

J

variety

Tickings,
Bed Spreads,
Linen Towelling,

;

\Y<* ilo not offer a single article of merelmmii.se, that
be sold by regular dealers at our price.
We do not
isk you to buy goods from as unless we cun sell them
cheaper than you can obtain them In any other way,
while the greater part of our good* are sold at about

I

j TABLES, CHAIRS. &e..,

at the

Feathers,

One Dollar for Each Article.

<

endless

articles,

Agent, Belfast.

THESE AND EVERYTHING ELSE FOR

the

484M4 ! P.1848 34 ! at til. <|U.alitv and prices of our
J CUSTOM MADE WALNUT and CIIKMNUT
CHAMBER
SKIS, KTAOEEKS, Si DE-RO A RDS,
WllAT-NO’IS, Sec., See.

,,

itated mucous surfaces. Effete mutter is removed (rom
the system, thereby restoring it to normal bealllilul condition. As a medicine it is quick and cilectual, curing
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, and all oilier Derangements of Die Stomach and
Rowels in a speedy manner. This elegant preparation
tins stood tile test of years. A wine-glass full before eating will give a
appetite, and prevent all snffei ingfrom indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitutions should take the invigorator three times a day. A
will Insure sweet and r.
wine glass full belore
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a trial, and to
induce this he has put up the Invigorator in pint hottlca
at GO cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, 15 Ontral
wharf, Roston. Sold hy all druggists.
Sold in Relfast hy M. A. HOW E* & «'0.
■""!
•*
In Stockton, by JOHN M.
»'. HMIIIII.I.
I}0

Spectacles

iii'/ A ) A' t/A. 1SSA'A.

We have also made arrangements with some ui the
h ading Publishing Houses, that will euahle us to sell
the standa'd and latest works of popular authors it
about one-half toe regular price:-such as Byron, Minna.,
1»t'i!Ns, Mii/I’o»n, and Ti-.nny.son’s Works, iu full Hilt
and Cloth Bindings.—-ami hundreds of others.
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ever

dollar to |
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>

style*.
<

purchased

Goods, Flannels, Undergarments, Braces, Stockings,
Scarfs, Paper Collars, and

;\iomtis'

IS orrocco Tra* idling Hag-*, llundken lilef
Lind kio»e IBim1*. Ac.
kohl and l>lLite«l Jewelry, of flie ne*«e*t

LOOK !
v

is

OF I A It< i K

STORE.

MhauN, Biladutlt*. CottaiH Ciinyli-aiii*. liieiii
oodv Table Linen. Tot* cl*
SB oden <- h»ve%. Skirt*, < <>r*«*t*. *%«*., »%«•
Ni!ii>r>l*hitnl
Mare, Spoon* |th»o-«l on
Sicl»**l
Silver, llcMerl
B-orkt. ti vr-bot tl«*
plated Cadon, IBritanuia Ware. kl.«N«
W are. Table and l*»(kct Cutler* in great
ra riot*
and
kernuut
Kleiianii Frcmli
Fann
C*o»d*. Ileautiful BMiotog r.ipli .Libiiiu*. tin
newest and choicest sty!es in Morrocco and Velvet Bind
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MATHEWS.

No. II Pin K X IX I

garments

OF-’

.when the -l->(h

Our facilities for trau>:ictiug this immense business
better thap ever before. We huve agents n all the
principal cities to purchase goods from the Ma mi facia reis. Importers, and others, for CmmIi, and often at an
immense -acritlce from the original cost of production.
Ouj^stock consists, in part, of the following goods

I N T O

insure an answer.
Address Dr. L.Dix.No. 21 Endicott St. Boston, Mass.
Boston Jan. 1 lh70—1 rr

Dr. Ham’s Aromatic

We cut

.ire

readv’luade.at LOW

A. It.

LOOK !

their

socrecy
dition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts ol

tfls

$1.00

WATERPROOFS

fugs.

!

It is thus that many
may be obtained for the nostrum.
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.
DR. DIX’S
charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly
the strictest
confidential, and all may rely on him bewith
the disease, conand confidence, whatever may

lo.

cts. to

Belfast.

Kfjf-Kor Sale at OAI.V IN HKUVKY’S
.JAMKrf EMK1JY, Jeweler, Bucksport.

Mo. 11 Pliceaix Row.
C. D.

mercury
patients,
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction ot it,”

l.

presented from 30

is

CLOAKINGS.

c i ; l, i: !; k a t ]•: i

31 l!i 1*.

rOl'IT.TH

ARE NOT IGNORANT.

in

14 I'T.H

con-

Woolen

WlUI T < IWU KT*» always on hand, o; mad.
to order, and trimmed in thel.ATIC.ST STY LI

Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
ot the life and health of others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving I
that it is contained

from two feet to six [•

Department

Every quality

just opened anil rowdy fur inprices that will insure ready

iwA/ \ urs a-

METALLIC- CASES

linger

ii,

at

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

to

LO \\r price*

Cents’ Dnni
i t limit.
*

T^OUTY

81.4 1C 18 WOO 18 i' A
PRICES.

at

&c

tinues unabated.

were shipped from our house in On
1
Yet.r, to families, dubs, and merchant in every part <»f tin country,
l'rum Maim- to California, amounting iu value to over

cured, if posssible, by competent physicians.

advice must contain

30 ots.

SIMONTON BROS & CO

large

positions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and elf* cts of different herbs and plants
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its
curing everything,” but now
known to “kill more than is cured,” aud those not
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM MAIv ERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowingif
no other remedy, lie relies upon Mkkccky, and gives
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &e., so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its eifeets m
curing a few in a huudred, it is trumpeted in various
is said of
ways throughout, the land; but, alas! nothing
the balance, some of whom die, others grow wur,o and
arc left to
and sutler for months or years, until re-

United States,
All letters requiring

Laino,

Hay ford Block,

tiling

always oil hand ol all siz.
inches.

and

rarietg

The rush in this

12 1-2 cts.

—

FHYSll'lAN

POPLINS,

BLACK ALPACAS.

1>

YEARS

or

LYONS

IsTllcwmlier the place, :k| door g.;j

V A DECISION ot the Commissioner ot Internal
> Revenue, just received, these bonds are not liubb
to the internal revenue tax of FIVE PER CENT, lik<
railroad bonds, or bonds given b\ towns or cities in aid ot
a railroad, or by way of a loan of credit to a railroad
company.
This consideration gives Relfast City Ronds A (JRF.A’I
ADVAX 1 Al,K over tile bond> ot towns ami cities which
arc subject to this tax, and makes them
by tar the most
desirable investment in the mark'd.
Nearly fifty thousand dollars of tlsese bonds were sold
before the decision of the Commissioner was received
and investors will find it for their advantage to send in
immediately, as no assurance can be giveirtbat any
more than a limited amount will be disposed of at former
rates.
T1MO. THORNDIKE,
tf»0
City Treasurer.

QUACK NOSTRUM-MAIvERS,
through false certificates and references, and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them; or who. besides, to further their im-

to their

bottle of Per-

Unfailing Eye Preservers.

nix*

In Boston than in other

QUACKS

a

tfl«>

by

BUT ALL

to

Xle.

Relfast, Maine.
33 33 JL* X^

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promises,
and pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas ot the
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not onlv assuming and
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other celNeither be deceived
ebrated physicians long since dead.

or

EPINGLINES,

everything from

sale of them.

anding,

ttt?

DR. DIX
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—
him in critical cases, because of
consult
many of whom
his acknowledged skill aud reputation, attained through
so long experience, practice, and observation.

lieved

EPPiLINES,

our

O.,

Wholesale and Retail, by

For Sale

ease

spection.

KATOX A C

*.

cities,

|

now

Address,

roccij t of Price.

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native
numerous

OTTOMANS,

BLANKETS.

o

on

Hosiery,

A. W. De

engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and particularly to

more

THIBETS,

Linen Finish Paper Collars, 16 cts. per Box.
Oil Cloth Table Covers at attractive prices.

a
w

Mailed

boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that he

quacks,

furnish

cannot

PRICE AND STYLE.

Merrimac Prints, Remnants, II cts.

©

at his office.
DU. DIX

TWENTY

pins

to

customer

fail to be suited both in

Tn great

Merino

3

SOLITARY HABITS,

ONI.Y KKdl'LAll GKADI ATK
AD V KLTISINO IN BOSTON.

cheap.

Spreads at $1.50.
Yard Wide Brown Cottons, 12 cts.
Linen Table Covers. 75 cts.

P

a

so arranged that patients never see or hear
aeh other
Recollect, the only entrance to his ollce is Xo. SI, having no connection with his residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account can any person

THK

and sold

large quantities

Lancaster Bod

3

is

|

paper of

a

j-j

Incident to Married and Singh1 LadiesSECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections: Eruptions and all diseases of the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose. Throat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints ; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

applying

designs

attractive, and

a

hesitate

now

that the

A generous capital has been invested to make this department

CO

‘^3

Itf

FiulU ott Street. Ronton, .Yi

Paisley Shawls

FANCY GOODS.

j

b£
W)

£

S. A HOWES & CO.

£1

PLAID Bf,
For suits, in sueii

Double

City.

BRIGHT, GREEN AND BLUE

i made in 1 lii-< departEven -hade and quality can lie
obtained and even pair warranted

imposing display

ment.

CO

■“S

Bought and sold and highest price paid by

tj.

<.hi» ns.

fumery

o

o

To

it i it

lyrl
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PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,

DOIJiAlt.

A

We have the LARGEST ASSORT

1

►

Their effeots and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,

save

DRESS GOODS.

[

No. 1 Bulfinch

Q
0

Coin, Drafts and Bonds,

IS

!
j

Multitudes of them suffer, linger, and die, because ot
Pin-Worms. The
e.ly effectual remedy for these most
troublesome and dangerous of all worms, in children or
adults, is found in DU. GO FLIPS PIN-WoEM S V PL P.
Purely vegetable; safe and certain. A valuable cathartic,
and beneficial to health. GF.<>. (j. GOODWIN & FO.,
Boston, and all druggists.
0ml I

GOLD, SILVER,

nit.

MANY

j

Street, Boston.
If. may be consulted in strictest ccnlideuec
all.d senses requiring skill, secresy and experience

O
(3
C
*<

ND

ers can

j

MKNT in the

SAVE THE CHILDREN.

M/LL BE FORFEITED BY Du. E.DIX
if failing to oure in less time than
any
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
less restraint from
,.cupation or less exposure to all
weather, with safe
plea-ant medicines.

their custom-

liietd to Waldo.

of SGI KNCK’OF LIFT, $1.00.

HAYES,

Physician and Surgeon,
St., Boston, is consulted daily

-cu r at-

HEIMS,

In

No. 7 Endifor all diseascott
es incident, to the female system.
Prolapsus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a
very few days. So invariably certain is this new mode
of treatment,-that most obstinate complaints yield under
it, and the alllicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dew has no doubt had greater experience in the
cure of diseases of women than any oth'*r physician in
Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole atten
tion to an office practice for the cure of Private Diseases
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the
United States.
N. B.—All letters must contain one dollar, or they will
not be answered.
•
Office hours from 8 A. m. to 9 r. y.
Boston July 25 1869.
Iy4

their GOODS

on

wherby

first rlas- Cloak .Maker of

a

year-' experience lias been secured,
and we intend to span1 no pains in
making thi- department an orna

ROW.

SELF-ABUSE

PRICES

N. P>.—Dr.
on

DR.

Have been INDUCED to arrange

ten

PHYSIOLOGY
OF WDM i.X AND IIKB DISEASES, $hon. In Tur
I ey morocco, full gilt. $>/o. Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address
I UK Plauoi>y Medical Insrn i’E,,> ot

CAUTION

I

are

The =erviees of

one

Price

Du.

|

truly scientific and popular works by Dr.
of the most learned and popular physicians
day.— The M Jical and Surgical Journal. July,

These

Hayes,
of the
lSG'J.

lyrSO

SIIIItT PATTERNS

BILLIARDJABLES.

Haves isjone Oi the most learned and populai
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude of
our race for these invaluable productions
It seems to
be bis aim to induce men and women to avoid tin- cause
of those diseases to which they arc subject, and he tells
them just how and when to do it.- Farmington Ch -oui
cle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1SGD.
b.:.

j

Club

Head Tliis l

a’place

arc

Mowing Machines, Parlor Organs, Sewing Machines, &c.,
Send »
among the premiums. Specimens and lists free.
Dollar and try it.
I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher Sun, New York.

bargains,

i

published.

ever

unsurpassed. tl’.OOd Life Insurances, Grand Pianos,

obtain tho

can
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to

purchase.

y

right of purchasing

they

before the reader the fol-

lowing inducements
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their DRY GOODS whero

Prices, and would bring

Phys-

of

treated

that tho Ladies

titled the

at Pan-

There is
DERSON,.lit., are now opening an
nary works
consisting in part of the following articles.
nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
GOLDEN SHEAVES.—Money made easy. Men or CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE Either
Sex can either require or wish to know, but We are inconstant reception of Patterns fr«»m
Address Zeigler, McCurdy ij f.o.,
women anywhere.
RIO
FLOUR, COFFEE
.JAPAN TEA what is fully explained, and many matters of the most j
Sp ringfield MiissacJi uset t s.
HAVANA
PORK.
New \ork and Boston. The
OOLONG":
ST..IAUO
BEEF,
important and interesting character are introduced, to J
RAISINS
cloth being cut
Mi Set) V A DO
LARD,
which
allusion
even
be
can
found
in
no
other
works
any
j
TOBACCO, SPICES. SALT, OATS, FISH, St".
in
our
All
the
New
Discov
!
ERIE*
of
tlio anlanguage.
A full and complete assortment of Groceries, which w.
Pico of Charge
!lu>r, whose experience is of an uninterrupted magniinvite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
when
make prices satisfactory.
jmreliased :il our Store. An yaiuina
tude --sueli is probably never b fore fell to the lot ol any j
CIIAS. A. DANA, Editor.
W3I. It. SWAN,
t ion of the latest, style YKLVKTKKN
man—are given in liillyg- No person should be w ithout
T'i" cheapest, ■-martest, and best New York newspaper.
A. Ct/TI KK SlItLKY.
Fvr.-vbody likes it. Three editions: Daily, 3Mm
t<43
these valuable book. I hey are utterly unlike any other a \
liellast. May 1.1809.
ami Astraehan Ch*aks is solieited.
Wt.EKi.Y.&S: and Wkkkly, 5S1 a year. Ai.ltiik News

Agents!

re-

DISEASES;
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Bolieving

LARGE

secure a

Dry Goods,

or

iologically

Vegetable Soap-

Mureh,

HER

enabled to

STOCK of

from the Errors

the Indiscretions or Excesses of ma- j
ture years. This is indeed a book for every man. Price !
only One Dollar. -cv» pages, bound in cloth. 1)R. A. 11.
IIA V KS, Author.
A liaok for Kverv Wumau,
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND

NOTICE.

j

S \ U I I s<

aged

arising

.nubia, and all otlior diseases

oi^Youtii,

Stf

CENTU RY

formerly
conversation occurred between them residing in New Portland, but lately in MassaMr.
Dickson’s
former
connection
specting
chusetts, stopped at a hotel in Anson, last
with a colored church in the place.
Friday night. He was feeble and very much
“I believe you are connected with the exhausted
when he arrived, and asked perElm
in
Mr.
church
street,
Dickson,” said the mission to sleep before the oflico fire, which
customer.
was granted and a bed made up for him. lie
“No, sah, not at all.”
passed the night and got up in the morning,
“Why, are” you not a member of the Afri- and while sitting in an arm-chair, died unobcan church ?
served.
So quietly did he. pass away that
“Not dis year, sah.”
those present did not know he was dead for
did
leave
Mr.
their
you
“Why
communion,
some time.
Dickson, if t may be permitted to ask ?”
A well-known lawyer residing not a thouI
tell
“Why,
you, sah,” said Mr Dickson,
sand miles from Lewiston, Me., who is somestrappingit a concave razor on the palm ofhis what noted for absent-mindedness,
astonished
was
hand,
jess like dis—I jined dat
church in good lait. I gib ten dollars tow- tin; judge, jury, members of the bar, and
others present at a recent term of ths S. ,1.
ard de stated preachin’ ob de
gospel do fuss , Court,
de
and
all
by pulling from his pocket a goodly
call
me
Brudder
people
Dickyoar,
sized salt bag, labeled in large blue letters
De second yoar my business not
son.
good, “Pure Rock
Salt,” and with it wiping the
and I only gib fibe dollars. Dat year de
church people call me Mister Dickson. Dis presparation from his forliead, raised by a
razor hurt you, sah ?”
long and rather “hefty” argument.
“No, sir, goes tol’bul well.”
Suppose the outraged brothers of Miss
“Well, sah, de third year I feel berry poor Johnson should give flic Rev. Mr. Cook his
—sickness in my family—an’ I gib noflin for death-wound, as they say they will, and suppreachin’. Well, sah, arter dat dey call me pose the wounded man should then send for
ole nigger Dickson, and I leff ’em !”
Beecher and Frothingliam, and ask them to
So Raying Mr. Dickson brushed his custom- unite him in marriage with his fugitive comer’s hair and the gentleman departed, well panion, could they refuse his request in view
satisfied with the reason why Mr. Dickson of “what these two have been to each other?”
left his church.
[N. V. Com. Adv.

<

14 WALL STREET,
New York.

Catalogue

Yacht

<>N"

;

RIGHTS!

Simonton Bros, & Co.

THE .SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SKLF-PRESEKVAHON. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in were
Man, Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypocii-(

Attorney at law,

Counsellor and

‘•EUREKA”

STANDING COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE.

(Opposite Revere House.)
J00,000 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAH.

PHILO CHASE,

Tlii-s collection is the most extensive and valuable ever j
owned in the United States. Valued about $500,OOO. Comprising nearly two thousand pictures irom
celebrated European artist-. From the 15th century to
the present time, (including many originals ot great ;
value,) also iTiintings irom celebrated American artists.
Tin* entire collection will be sold without
reserve or limitation, to close the estate.
forwarded on receipt of 25 cents. Address
the Auctioneers.

Barker of Augusta, Humphrey of Bangor, Harriof Belfast, Ilume of Cherry field. Spaulding of
Richmond. Barton ol Renton, and .Mildram ot
Wells, of the House.
On Edi cation—Butfman of Penobscot, French
of Franklin, and Minot of Kennebec of the Senate:
Farwell of Augusta, Humphrey of Bangor. Bouncy
of Portland, Gott of Leeds, nathorn of Pittsfield.
Smith of Litchfield, and Caggett of Strong, of the
House.
On Banks and Banking—Metcalf of Lincoln.
Reed of Cumberland, and Gray of Kennebec, of
the Senate; Dunning of Bangor, Reed, of Waldoboro’, Twitched of Portland, Waterhouse of Portland, Bird of Rockland. Palmer of Gardiner, and
Adams of Biddeford. of the House.
On Agriculture—Lang of Kennebec, Gareelon
of Waldo, and Bartlett of Hancock, of the Senate;
Wheeler of Chesfervillo, Wasson of Surry, Tliurlough of Newburgh, Wentworth of North Berwick,
Moulton of Porter. Boothbayof Embden, and Darling of Lincoln, of the House.
On Manufactures—Hanson of York, Gibbs ot
Cumberland, and Mayo of Piscataquis, of the Senate; Ham of Lewiston. Purrintonof Bowdoinham.
—
XSLsait ~~ X3Lxs.lt
Cole of Cape Elizabeth. Foss of Abbott, Lewis of X3Lia.it
Pittston, Burnham of Biddeford, and Cousins of
AGENTS WANTED everywhere to sell the AMERIKennebunkport, of the House.
CAN KNITTING MACHINE, the only practical FamOn Interior Waters—Talbott of Washington, ily Knitting Machine ever invented. Price $25. Will
Buffuin of Penobscot, and Gibbs of Cumberland, knit 2,nooo stitches per minute. Address AMERICAN
of the Senate; Hammond of Westbrook, Folsom of KNITTING MACHINE CO., Bost >n, Mass., or St.
Skowbegan. MeGilvery of Searsport, Be tree of Louis, Mo.
Lewiston, Cox of East Maehias, Hamilton of Orono,
is an excellent article ot
and Skinner, of St Albans, of the House.
LORILLARD’S
granulated Virginia ;
on State Lands and State Roads—Lung of
wherever introduced it is
Kennebec, Kingsbury of Penobscot, and W< bb of
universally admired. It
Somerset, of the Senate; Smith of Jfodgdon,
Tobacco
is put up in handsome
Smoking
Crockett of Rockland, Davis of Luboc. Irish of muslin bags, in which orders lor Meerschaum Pipes are
Sherman, Martin of Rumford, chase of Winn, and daily packed.
Sherman of Camden, <»f the House.
is made of the choicest
On Divisons ok Towns—-Webb of Somerset,
LORILLARD'S
leaf grown; it is antiGray of Kennebec, and Bartlett of Hancock, of the
nervous in its effects, as
Senate; Wasson of Surry, White of Bango •, Westthe Nicotine has been exon
of Poland. Kimball* of Beth 1. Thompson of
tracted; it leaves no disSmoking Tobacco
llallowell, Smith of Parsonstield. and Peavey of agreeable taste after smoking; it is very mild, light in
color and weight, hence one pound will last as long as d
Whiting, of tlie House.
on Division ok Counties—Carvill of Cumber- of ordinary tobacco. In this brand we also pack orders
land, Torrey of Knox and Kingsbury of Penob- every day for lir.-t quality Meerschaum Pipes. Try it
scot, of the Semite; Tohey of Athens, Berry of and convince yourselves it is all it claims to be, "the
FINEST OF ALE.”
Danmriseotta, Milliken of Tremont, .Manson of
Hiram, Wilder of Fort Fairfield, Douglass of NapIT !iis brand of Fine Cut
LORILLARD’S
les. and Adams of Mayfield, of the House.
On Incorporation'ok Towns—Holland of Ani
It i* without
droscoggin. Collins of Aroostook, and Carvill, of
i where.
Chewing Tobacco.
Cumberland, of the Senate; Foss of Abbott, Cush| doubt the best chewing
in
the
country.
ing of Sidney, Tohey of Athens. Clark of Ifolden, tobacco
Libby of Eimcriek. Cotton of Troy, and Bean of
have now been in genLORILLARDS
Corinth, of the House.
era! use in the United
On Fisheries—Bartlett of Hancock, .Metcalf of
States over 110 years,and
Lincoln, and Carleton of Knox, of the Senate;
still acknowledged “the
Mears of Bristol, Stover of Ilarpswell, Chase of best" wherever used.
Means
of
Bartlett
of
II uWoodstock,
If your storekeeper does not have these articles for
Sedgwick,
rison, Newcomb of Brewer, and Riggs of George- sale, ask him to get them; they are sold by respectable
jobbers almost everywhere.
town, of the House.
Circular of prices mailed on application.
On Indian Afkairs-—Kingsbury of Penobscot,
P. LORILLARD & CO., New York.
Rolf of Washington, and Fuller of Penobscot, of
the Senate; Bradford of Eastport, Brawn of Oldtown, Brown of Anson, Gould of Albany. McLain
of New Vineyard, Campbell of Deer 'isle, and
Sargent of Hermon, of the House.
W anted—AGENTS. $-50 per month to sell the onlv
On Claims—Rolf of Washington. < arleton of
IMIMIOVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY
Knox, and Collins of Aroostook, ol the Senate; GENUINE
SEWING MACHINE
Price only $1<4. Groat inBliss of Washington, (’lark, of P adli- ld l»oyd of ducerunts to
Agents, This >s the most
Sewing
New Castle, (riiptill of GouldshoroN Plunmer of Machine of the day—makes the famouspopular
“Elastic Lock
Lisbon. Holman of Dixiicld. and Wiiiiehouse. of Si. Si itch”—will do any kind of work that can be done on
any Machine—100.000 sold and the demand constantGeorge, of the House.
On Pensions—Fuller of Penobscot. Gibbs of
y Increasing. Now is the time to take an Agency. Send
Cumberland, and Roberts of York, of the Senate: or circulars. #g“/ieware of int'rint/ers.-&& Address
& CO., Hoslon, Ma<s.. Pittsburgh, I’a., or St.
SECT)Ml!
Gannet of Hath, Stiekney of Presque Me. GreenMo.
leaf of Edgeeomb, "Wilson of Bradford, Mills of Louis,
Brooksviile, Brackett, of Cumberland, and MeAromatic
Dougal of Meddybemps, of the House.
Ox Insane Hospital—Gray of Kennebec. Webb
of Somerset, and Gibbs ot Cumberland, of .the Senate: Main of i'nity, Sturgis of Standish. Burgt*ss
of Portland, Burbank of A<-t*m. Jones of Norway.
Pierce of .Maehias, and Jordan of Minot of tin
House.
On Reform School— Neallcy of York. Buck of i
Hancock, and Tallmt of Washington, of the Senate; Stiekney, of Presque Isle, May of Winthrop. !
Leighton of Yarmouth, Whitney of Exeter, Green :
For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
of Wilton, Dnnean of Kittery, and Berry of Dam|
«OLW BY ALL D1U ULiMTfl.
ariscotta, of the House.
On State Prison—Minot of Kennebec, GareeIon of Waldo, and Roberts of York, of the Semite:
Hammond of Paris, Cole of Cape Elizabeth, <’onforth of Fairfield, Beare.o of Turner, Hussey (,f
lO Til 10 WORKING CLASS.—Wc are now prepared
Sangerville, Ames of Jetferson. and Ray of Harto furnish all classes with const tnt employment at home,
of the House.
| rington,
the whole of the time or for the spare moments. BusiOn Public Buildings—French of Franklin,
ness new, light and profitable.
Persons of either sex
Holland of Androscoggin, and Torrey of Knox, of
easily earn from 50c. to $5 per evening, and a proporthe Senate; Crockett of Rockland, Allen of Corin- tional sum by
their
whole
time to the business.
devoting
na, Lord of Lebanon, Lewis of Liberty, Dearborn Boys and "iris earn nearly as much as men. That all
of Falmouth, Melvown of Boothbay, and Sherman who see this notice may send their address, and test the
of Isleshoro’, of the House.
business, we make this unparalleled offer : To such as
On Library—Reed of Cumberland, Cleave.- of are not well satisfied, we will send $1 to pay for the
Oxford, and Cushing of Waldo, of the Senate: trouble of writing. Full particulars, a valuable sample,
which w'ill do lo commence work on, and a copy of The
Skinner of St. Albans, Cousins of Kennebunkport.
People's Literary ('ovipanion—one of the largest and
Mason of Hiram. Nickerson of Swanville, Went- best family
newspapers published—till sent fr< e by mail.
worth of North Berwick, Young of Hancock, and Reader, if you want permanent, profitable work, address
E. C. ALLEN Sc CO., Augusta, Maisk.
Sawyer of Gray of the House.
The following Standing Committees of the House
were announced by the Speaker:
man

Engrossed Bills—Cushing of Sidney, Burgess of Portland, Nickerson of Swanville, Vose of
Wintcrport, Bartlett of Harrison. Gould of Albany, and Guptill of Gouldsboro’.
Ox Bills in the Third Heading—Hume of
Chase of Woodstock, Smith of LitchCherryficid,
field, Mildram of Wells, Spaulding of ltielimond.
Main of Unity, and Hathorn of Pittsfield.
Ox Leave ok Ailsexce—Purrington of Bowdoinham, Hamilton of Orono, Gates of Bobbinston, Burbank of Acton, Bearee of Turner, Brown
of Anson, and Sherman of Islesboro".
Ox Pay Holi.—Folsom of Skowhegan. Smith of
Hodgdon, Crockett of Itoekland, Kimball of Bethel, Waterhouse of Portland, Brown of Oldtown,
and Adams of Biddcford.
Ox Change ok Names—Chase of Woodstock,
Darling of Lincoln, Chase of Springfield, Martin of
Bumford, Adams of Mayfield, Whitehonsc of St. I
George, and McDougal ol Meddybumps.
Ox County Estimates—Blake of Auburn. Irisii
of Shcrmnu, May of Winthrop, Mears of Bristol,
Cliamberiain of Ellsworth, Foster of Argyll*, Holbrook of Freeport, Bradford of Eastport. Cousins
of Kcnnebunkport, Gannett of Batli, Tobey of
Athens, Lewis of Liberty, Wheeler of Chestcrville, Chase of Woodstock, Foss of Abbott and
Slierman of Camden.
On Finance—1Twitched of Portland, McGilvery
of Searsport, Bearee of Lewiston, Patten of Batli,
Barton of Benton, Been of Waldoboro’, and
Adams of Biddcford.
On Elections—Smith of Saco, Powers of Houi“Bkiodeii Dickson.”
Mr. Dickson, a ton. Ham of Lewiston, Stover of Harps well, Hawes
barber
in
of
colored
one of our large New
Vassalboro’, Brown of Oldtown, and Smith of
England towns, was shaving one of his custom- Warren.
ers, a respectable citizen, one morning, when
An
man named
a

with
breath,
goes
cells, and relief is immediate atid certain.
PATENTED, May IS, 1869.
Price 75 cts. Hy Mail SLOO.
.1. C. LEWIS, Broitrietor,
Belfast. Maine.
tfio

tnd air

Hr II. H. LEEEM A* MKI EII Aucllsmeers,
Art (htllerie»,
Uroailway, J¥, Y.,
commencing* Feb ?, and continuing*
and
evening* until sold.
day

vassers

WOMAN’S

ELellevos PEABODY MEDICAL' INSTITUTE,
-^.X'cv£t'37'£s
UfoT-ft 12 utilise fa Street, llofiton,
:he most Distressing cases of Phthisic ill a few minutes,
During the GOLD PANIC in New York1
it
directly to the Lungs
inhaled
the

FINE ART COLLECTION
OF THOMAS THOMPSON. ESQ.

W

eOLD FANIC!

BY THE

PUBLISHED

LEWIS’ INHALANT, for the Phthisic,

EXECUTRIX SALE !

TIToftil'i Household !flag*azine—Price £1;
and The Wonuku, price 75c.; both one year lor
75c.
Specimens 2c Address The Wonukk, Southold,
L. I., N. V. Don't delay! Now is the time.

MANHOOD AND WOMANHOOD.

Phthisic !

Phthisic!

fix to ^bfacrlistmcnls.

Jau. 11.
announced the Joint Standing Com-

Sprains, Dysentery,
Siek & Nervous Head-

ache, Pimples on the Skin,
Chilblains, Worms in Children.
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Ask your Druggist for it, and if hr has rut jot it, he
u'Ul ortler it for you.
Manufactured by the Franklin Medical Association,
No. v_\S Winter St., Huston, Mass.
This Association are also I’roprh tors and M.muJjnf ur
rs ol hr. Foster’s justly cclel>rat< d < dim h lt« ilmly.

lyris

